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lit WE are living to-day in a world in '.vhich the notion of sonship, aniftl;le 
notion of fatherhood, too, are tending to be emptied of that richness of 
meaning which they possessed for other societies. The philosophy that is 

l tending to triumph to-day is the old philosophy of the eighteenth century, 
, of the Arifkliirlll1g, in a new dress. For that philosophy, the metaphysical 
i reality of sonship is one superstition among many others and ripe for the 
I rubbish-heap. It is important, therefore, for us to get a firm grasp of the
f :.Iffiost completely negative conception of sonshlp which is tending to define 

itself and to assert its authority before our eyes. It seems to define itself, in 
• tact, basically in terms of a refusal--:-a refusal to acknowledge the existence 
~ in life, in the fact of being alive, of a value that allows us t<;> think of life as a 
! gift. The old French expression devoir /ejollr a-to owe the light of day to-
I would never be used by anybody to-day. It is not enough to say that it 
,~has become rather trite to .talk of owing the light of day to one's parents. 

}: The notion, or rather the feeling, that these words express is no longer 
f :xperienced except in a residual fashion. There are certain basic reasons' for 
j this state of affairs ; the most obvious of them, on the face of it, is that to be 
1llive in such a tragic and such a threatened world as ours seems to many 
~ people not a gift but a penalty-but, a penalty after all, pronounced by 
f; whom ? And a penalty for what crime ? Can one be justly punished for an 
I offence that one is not aware ofhaving committed? But this is not the whole 
~ story•.Let us look at it from the side of fatherhood, as well as from that of 
I sonship. In very many cases, is not the act of begetting a child s01!lething 

'i unpremeditated, the act of somebo~y who is not behaving in a responsible 
~ fashion, and who is very far from taking upon himself everything that his 
f let will entail for somebody, who never asked to be born? It is precisely 
I this affirmation, reinforced by a question and by an exclamation, "I never 
1lsked to be born, by what right-by what right I-has life been inflicted on 
I, me ? " that lies at the roots of that contemporary nihilism, to which I shall 
: have to come back much later. What we should notice particularly, is that 
l from this negative perspective, this perspective of refusal, the bond between 
i iather and son gradually tends to lose every spiritual quality; it is conceived 
; of now merely, in a rather vague fashion, as a somewhat obscure objective 

\

,I; rdationship, which can be of interest, from a strictly technical point of view, 
\,\ 1 to the biologist alone. We might say that we are witnessing a more and 
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/ 	 more general disavowal of fatherhood, but a disavowal, paradoxically, mainly 
pronounced by sons. But naturally t he process becomes to some extent a 
reciprocal one; when 30ns deny the rights of fathers, fathers are likely to 
refuse to acknowledge that they have any responsibility towards sons. 

I know that I probably seem to be llainting a rather gloomy picture here. 
In the majority of cases this basic situation of estrangement between father 
and son is masked by a customary tohrance and ordinary human decene\' . 
but it breaks through to the surface in a very striking way in contemporan: 
literature. In a body of work like th:lt of Sartre's, a body of work \Vhos~ 
importance cannot be brushed aside, this situation of estrangement emer"C$ 
in a most definite shape; one might even say that Sartre's world is ~c 
where fatherhood, whether as a fact or as a value, has actually ceased to 
exist; it would be no exaggeration, in fact, to call this a world in which a 
man claims, in Sartre's slightly technical phraseology, to choose hilllSClj as the 
son ofX, and therefore equally to ro/f1clbilllseljas the son ofX. But in relation 
to the general body of human traditions of feeling and behaviour, this is an 
innovation of a completely revolutionary sort. It is, in the most exact sense 
of the word, an impious innovation; and it is not by mere chance that 
Orestes, in Sartre'svery first play, has the beau role just in that (not in spite 
of the fact that) he is the murderer of his mother. 

. It is rather important to ask ourselves how, or rather where, we are goill~ 
to take our stand when we are faced with such a refusal to recognise life ;s 
a gift and, therefore, to acknowledge the metaphysical reality of sonship. 
It is pretty clear, at least, that we cannot simply condemn such refusals as 
infringing certain rules of morality, which we assert to be self-evident and 
beyond discussion ; if we are to protest against this kind of nihilism, it can 
,only be in the name of a sort of deptb of reality which nihilism refuses to 
recognise, and, as it were, blots from view; it was just this very .depth, in 
fact, that I was trying to make manifest in my book, HOl1to Viator. This 

,/deep reality that nihilism ignores, has to do this same act of recognition and 
, acknowledgement whose central impo . .:tance for our thesis I have so often 

underlined. It is essential to the very notion of being a father that one 
should recognise one's son, and acknowledge him to be one's. son, and to 
that of being a son, that one shoukl recognise and acknowledge one's 

.f~t~er'~ fatherhood. But I am not talking at this point, naturally, of recog
mt!on 1!1 the merely legal sense. I am not envisaging the case of the man 
who may be forced to recognise, ana to contribute to the support of, a 
casually begotten bastard; what we a re concerned with is a much deeper 
and more ir:timate ki?~ of recognitiOl .-and a kind of recognition that is 
bound up WIth an act!vIty of a very actual and very vital kind. If a man, in 
fact, fails to show any real interest in hif. child, he is behaving as if he did not 
recognise the child as his own; we are within our rights in saying that in 
such a case the father does 1101 recognise the child, and even that real father
hood is lacking, at least in the human sense of the term; from a purely 
biological point of view, in so far as heredity is a scientific fact, it continues 
of course, to manifest itself, whether or not the biological father. behaves 
like a human father. But really, of course, the notion of fatherhood has its 
true and full meaning only at the human. level ; dogs, for instance, these 
casual and promiscuous creatures, are not really fathers in the human sense, 
though there are .certain animal 'species-one thinks particularly of birds-
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t,
I: in whose behaviour there is something Lke an anticipatory sketch of human 
, fatherhood. We ought to be aware, however, that in such cases we are 
i: :llways interpreting bird behaviour on the analogy of human behaviour ; 
J human behaviour as we intimately experience it, is our point of departure. 
~. What has just been said of fatherhoc,d might also be said of sonship
'~ though, while the father has often in the past refused to acknowledge the f son, it is only in our own day that the son, 'except in very exceptional circum

stances, has admitted his obligation t(1 acknowledge his father as such.
f What is also misleading is the notion of a 'moral imperative, a notion really ! springing in the last analysis from the Ten Commandments; "Honour 

thy father and thy mother that thy days may be long upon the land which 
'the Lord thy God giveth thee." Refle·:tion shows us, however, that this 
comm!Uldment can only have meaning against the background of certain 
given structural social conditions; in a world that had become entirely 

! proletarianised, the given conditions would tend to abolish this command-

I ment or at least to rob it of any concrete :iignificance. This is not to say that 

~ in such conditions one would be within one's rights in not honouring one's 
' 
f father, but more profoundly that an entirely proletarianised world would 
{ produce' ~n increasing number of beings who in their very depths would i icel themselves as being fatherless-as being lIobotfy's sons, to quote the title 
! of a contemporary French play-and who would feel this even though the 
j individual who' had physically begotten them were still alive., . 
l It seems clear, therefore, that the notiori of human fatherhood is one that 
,~i is applicable within fairly strict limits ; at one end of the scale it disappears. 
~ to leave in its place a mere biological phenomenon; at the other end the 
j biological phenomenon disappears without destroying the essentials of
J human fatherhood ; I am thinking of the case of adoption-and here, too, 
j we must look beyond legal definitions, for, there can be legal adoption 
'~ without tp.e accomplishment of that spiritual act of which I am always
i thinking, and, on the other hand, the act can be accomplished in cases where 
J .Iegal adoption, for one reason or another, is impossible. The words 
'~ " spiritual act" here should be taken in their strongest possible sense ; , one 
I does not becom~ the adoptive father of $Omebody merely through having a ./1 sudden impulse of affection, but only through a self-commitment to which 
f one will have to remain faithful in spite of almost certainly inevitable lapses 

of interest, disappointments, and setbacks. Ought we to conclude, however, 
from the possibility of becoming a father by adoption, that it is necessary to 
make a radical distinction between spiritual and biological fatherhood? 
That, I think, would be a 'Very rash thing to do. On the, contrary. we ought . 
to maintain that iri normal circumstances t~e separation of the two kinds Of /' 
fatherhood'is something that ought not to be brought about, and even 
ought not to be able to be brought abou t; where there is such a separation 
'it is because of some flaw in the individual's physical framework or social, 

situation. But let us be wary about what we intend to conv:ey here by the 


,,:vord " normal?' ; I am not thinking of a norm in an abstract sense ; some ' 

tormal rule ofethics whose basis would be hard to discover and which would 

subsist ,somehow or other beyond the, ',:\Todd of everyday experience, but 

rather to a certain fullness of life wh ich, when spiritual. fatherhood is 

separated from biological fatherhood, hecQmes, something for which the 

reflective consciousness feels a certain, Jlomesickness. Thus parents who 
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consideration as a mere superstructure, an epiphenomenal garment that cannot be a. 
masks, and rather thinly masks, a bask hurrying of matter: it might be ! contrary, is 
demonstrated that an assumption of this sort, shared by hath parties, is the virtue of \''<1 ., 

have adopted a child, and love the child with all their heart, cannot fail to 
feel a certain regret, excep.t in very exceptional cases, that it is not the child 
of their own bodies. The exceptional cases I have in mind are those where 
if the child was physically their own, they would risk transmitting to i~ 
certain hereditary weaknesses ; but a satisfaction of that kind is, after all, an 

'extremely relative satisfacti<;)O-taking its rise in something that is in itself a 
smart, a wound, a humiliation. 

It is, in fact, very possible that in our actual 'world a dissociation between 
the spiritual and the biological is becoming quite generally operative; but 
this is only one m<?re proof that our world is a broken world; it is only a 
broken world that could give rise to such practices, for instance, as artificial 

. insemination. 
Such topics may seem strangely alien to such readers as are the victims of 

an illusion which consists in the last analysis of adhering to that conception 
ofthe spirit as something at the opposite pole from the flesh, or as somethin~ 
completely transcending the flesh, against which I have never ceased t~ 
protest. In a very general fashion indeed, one n:Ught say that the difficulty 
that we have continually to face up to, lies in the very fact that the spjritual 
seems to wish to claim for itself the dignity of a separate existence, whereas 

../ in a de~per sense it only constitutes itself effectively as spirit on condi~on of 
, beconung flesh., The example, that we have taken already, of adoptlOn is 

very significant in this new regard ;. adoptive parents poly really become 
parents on condition that they lavish on their adopted child the most actual, 
the most material, and the most humble cares and services, the same which 
they would have bestowed upon him if they had really engendered him. In 
this sense adoption is a kind of grafting of the 'flesh on to the spirit, and it 
cannot be anything else; it is wonderful that it should be possible at all, 
and in fact its possibility shows up better than anything else the limits of 
every philosophy of life that claims to base itself on purely biological 
considerations. 

Yet, on the other hand, nothing can give us a more intense feeling of 
" insecurity and strangeness than this human situation of ours ; the situation 

of bei,ng pla:ced at the point of juncture, or of co-articulation, of the vital 
./and the spiritual. It is not a matter of the sense of strangeness that would be 

felt by an observer of the situation from the outside-,-but of the strangeness 
that is felt froll} within by somebody who recognises the situation as his own. 
Let us recall, for that matter-what goes without saying to anyone who has 
grasped the significance of these investigations of ours-that the very notion 
of observing the situation from the outside is, in this context, a meaningless 
one. It is of the very nature of our situation that it can be grasped only from 
within its own depths. But at the same'time in a world like our own, which 
is becoming more and more completely subjected to the dominion of 
objective knowledge and scientific technique, everything, by an almost fatal 
necessity, tends to fall out as if this observation of our situation from the 

, ' outside were i real possibility. From that falsely objective point of view, 
the yery phrase co spiritual reality" is in danger of becornll'1g emptied of ali 
meaning ; or rather what is still called « spiritual reality" is offered for our 
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th all their heart, cannot fail to main-spring of that strange convergence :0 often noted by scientists, at least 
1a1 cases, that it is not the child in France, ofstrictly biologIcal generalisat ons, on the one hand, with Marxist 
r ~ in mind are those where speculations on the other. Both biolo, ;ists and Marxists are seeking to 

wv""ld risk transmitting to i~ ;;.rrive at an interpretation oflife at the pwely objective level; only, unfortu
tion of that kind is, after all an nltely, the kind of objectiveness they a,'e aiming at entails a preliminary, 
; in something that is in its;lf a illd complete, elimination of the subject :,.s such. 

We know, of course, that we are not, from our own point of view to 
al world a dissociation between understand the notion of the subject as it has traditionally been understood /'I 

quite generally operative; but by idealist philosophers. Neither the transcendental ego of Kant nor the 
.s a. broken .world ; it is on1)' a monad ofLeibniz have any place in our atgument. It is precisely in order to 
actlces, for lnstance, as artificial underline that fact that I have been emphasising the notion of the family 

bond and its mysterious character. At the point we have now reached, it 
ch readers as are the victims of is on this new and difficult notion of "D'slery that we must concentrate. 
of adhering to that conception When I talk about the mystery of the family bond some of my readers 
from the flesh, or as somethin/-i will, I fancy, be disconcerted. The family is an institution; it is a fact; it 
which I have never ceased t~ I is something which can be studied, at least in some of its aspects, by the 
·ne l1}ight say that the difficult\' , methods of positive science. In talking about its "D's/ery, am I not bringing 
1 the very fact that the spiritu;' in a touch of vague literary floweriness at a level of'discourse where such 
;)f a separate existence, whereas battered ornaments of speech have no proper place ? However, as we have 
ctivclyas spirit on condition of !cen already, the situation with which we are concerned, in our special 
e taken already, of adoption is context, is one whose true nature can be grasped or acknowledged only 
lve parents only really become itom the inside ; there are no objective statements that can be made about. 
r adopted child the most actual it from the outside, for by definition, it is ollr situation, the situation we 
:s and services, the same whic!~ cannot get outside of. That is why the kind of. writer who makes the 
had really engendered him. In mystery of the. family palpable to us is always, for example, the novelist 
:he flesh on to the spirit, and it , rather than the historian of social institutions.' However, though these 
lat it should be possible at ail, remarks help to clear the ground a little, we have not yet succeeded in giving 
han anything else the limits of the term mystery that very precise and :;lmost technical sense which alone 
l.se itself on purely biological can justify its introduction into the vocabulary of a philosopher. 

I distinguish between problC1lI and "D'siery in the following manner : . 
t a more intense feeling of 
L __jon of ours; the situation A problem is something which I meet, which I find complete before me, but 

which I can therefore lay siege to and redl1ce. But a mystery is something inof co-articulation, of the vital 
which Lam myself involved, and it can therC'fore only be thought of as" a sphere lse of strangeness that would be 

, where the distinction between what is in me a .. ld what is before me loses its meaning outside-,....but of the strangeness lnd its initial.vaHdity." A genuine problem is subject to an appropriate technique 
:>gnises the situation as his own. by the exercise of which it is defined ; where: IS a mystery, by definition, transcends , ,
hout saying to anyone who has every conceivable technigue. It is, no d( ,ubt, always possible (logically and 
1S of ours-that the very notion psycholC?gically) to degrade a mystery so as t(. turn it into a problem. But this is a 
5, in this context, a meaningless iundamentally vicious proceeding, whose springs might perhaps be discovered in 
that it can be grasped only from 1 kind of corruption of the intelligence. Tile problsI1J of evil, as the philosophers 
in a world like our own, which have called it, s~pplies us with a particularly instructive example of this degradation. 
subjected to the dominion of Just because 1t 1S of the essence of mystery to be recognised or capable of recog

nition, it may also be ignored and actively denied. It then becomes reduced to :, everything, by an almost fat:ll 
something I have" heard talked about," but which I refuse as only being" foration of our situation from the 
other people" ; ,and that in virtue of an illusion which these "others" arefalsely objective point of view, deceived by, but which I myself claim to have detected. . 

ger of becoming emptied of all We must carefully avoid all confusion between the mysterious and the unknow
:itual reality» is offered for our 2ble. The unknowable is in fact only the limiting case of the problematic, which 
l epiphenomenal garment that ClMot be actualised without contradiction. The recognition of mystery, on the 
rrying of matter: it might be et;ntrary, is an essentially positive act of the mind, the supremely positive act in 
t, shared by both parties, is the \'Irtue of which all positivity may perhaps be strictly defined. In this sphere 
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/'	of the nature ofa kind of appeal to the listener or the reader, of the kind of 
call upon his inner resources. In other words, such a philosophy could 

, never be completely embodied into a kind of dogm:~tic exposition, ofwhich 
the listener or reader would merely have to grasp the content. It is, in fact 
from this very point of vieW that the question of the opposition betwee~ 

, problem and mystery ought to be approached. W:'1en I am dealing with :\ 
problem, I am o;ying to discover a solution that can become common 
property, that consequently can, at least in theory, be rediscovered by an\,
body at all. But we have seen th,at this idea of a yalidity for" anybody ;tt 
all " or ofa thinking in general has less and less appiicatiot). the more deeply 
one penetrates into the inner courts, of philosophy: into, tl;lat is to say; tha't 
spiritual reality with which, in fact, our investigatio as have been concerned, 
In the last analysis, the idea of an acqlli..rition (as it i~ an acquisition'to know 
how to speak French, or how to play the piane" or how to work out 
qua(!ratic equations) is inadequate in such a context ~"s this. The greatness of 

c/philosophy, though it will seem to most people tLe disappointing side of 
philosophy, is just this impossibility of regarding it as a discipline which can 
be acquired; where we are concerned with the higllest matters, with, if vou 
like, presences, we cannot hope" to come across anything at all' comparable 

"to the permanent a,cquisitions of the elementary sciences. I underline, there, 
the word elellJentary: for I think it is true that whe'1 we leave the teachable 

, elements of, say, mathematics and climb up tow,l1'ds the principles, the 
enabling acts of the science, our perspectives begin to blur, ,just as they do 
in philosophy. We cannot be sure after all; that in a hundred years from now 
men may ,not' have a notion of the principles of mathematics that will be 
different in very many ways indeed from the notion that prevails to-day. 

But the philosopher finds himself in a completely different situation, and 
it is essential to hi.; activity that he should reflect deeply on this situation, 
in order to get a graduallY'more and more ample insight into it. Now one , 
thing that we may feel that we have really established is that this process of 

vietting an insight has essentially nothing to do with the objective as such j 

,we do not get an insight into something whose reality, by definition, lies 
, ,completely outside our own. We have been forced to insist more and 

more emphatically on the presence of one's self to hself, or on the presence 
to it of the other that is not really separable from it, And we have, in fact, 
real. grounds for stating that we di:;cern an organic connection between 
presence and mystery. For, in the first place, ever:-r presence i..r mysterious 
and, in the second place, it is very doubtful whether the word mystery can 
realJy be properly used in the case where a presence is not, in ,the very least, , 

1 This quotation is from the Engli~h translation of M. Gabriel. Marcel's book Eire ef Avair 
(19;~) by' Katharine,Farrer-Beillg anti Hal'iltg (1949) reviewed in thls Journal, October, 1949.
[ED.] 	 , . 
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draw to a close. Probab 
it is best to start by seeki 
first glance, it seems that 
I am relating it to a certa 
way in which I organise 
central interest, say, for j 
everything that seems 1i1 
positive importance, an. 
importance. Experience 
rejected or ignored, that 
liable to collapse like car 
else in their place, somet] 
or greed had merely mas 
yet in a position,to defin 
apprehension, is ,not the , 
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everything seems to go on as if I found myself actin{f on an intuition which I making itself somehow fe 

possess without immediately knowing myself to possess it-an intuition whid, topic, I brought up the e~ 
cannot be, strictly speaking, self-conscious and which can grasp itself only throUClh the presence near one of 
the modes of experience in which its image, is reflected, and which it lights up b\, From the point of view 0; 

. being thus reflected in them.1 " 	 of physical activity is dcfi 
the sleeping child is com! And perhaps it is at this point that we at last get a precise notion of one '\ 

of the essential notes of the type of philosophy that is being put forward ' p01JJCr; from that point c 
: here. It should be now very clear that a philosophy of this sort is essentially , with the child. But fron 

..,....;". .. 

,".. 	 ' 
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j' ~king itself somehow felt. In the course ,)f a recent conversation on this.f acting on an intuitio:. wh,,,,-, t 
.• Tlpic, I brought up the example of the myst !rious character that attaches to:0 possess it-:ln i:-.tuitirm o,;.h,d~ 


, can grasp itself IJnl:: t:':(,'";'~. :. ~e presence near one of a sleeping person I especially of a sleeping child. 

:d, and which it li;.:hn <l~J 't,-" :;rom the point of view of physical activity, ,)r at least in so far as the notion t 

! 
I:: physi~al actiyit~ is defined !n relation tOI:he possible grasping of things, 

last get a precise notion (.{ <;:;,:::e sleepIng child IS complete.ly unprotected and appears to be utterly ill our 
>phy that is being j11:t rl}:-.L-':'~' :::l'tr; from that point of view, it is permksible for us to do what we like, ,t 
osophy of this SOrt is e:;'.c~l!i.,:~, rich the child. But from the point of view of mystery, we might say that ' 

ler or the reader, of the kt::d ~:i .~ tis just because this being is completely unprotected, that it is utterly at our / 

l 


ords, such a philosoph}" 0 ..,,:,: 'r.ercy, that it is also invulnerable or sacred. And there can be no doubt at f 

f dogmatic exposition, nt" v,.':'.:,:L it that the strongest and most irrefutable mark of sheer barbarism that we 

! 


t~rasp the content. I t i~., in :'In.,.~.:llI 'imagi,n~ woul~ consist in ~he refusal to recog,nise. this mysterious ttion of the oppc):;itinn bct'Z,t.,""'I . ";;lrunerabllity. This sacredness of the unprotected lies also at the roots of Icd. When I am dealino, \;.,:.:" _ ;rhat we might call a metaphysics of hospitality. In all civilisations of a 
ion that can becf)mC ~:Jn::;;,:,~ :,:rtain type (not, of course, by any means merely in' Christian civilisations), 1theory, be rec\iscovcn:c1 bi ~;;,. ";:e guest has been regarded as all the more sacred, the more feeble and [ 
a of a validity for" :H1::b",:i: ~~ )fenceless he is. In civilisations of a certain type I say: not, I might add, l
less application the more (k;::'~'~ ': .iche type dominated by the ideas of efficiency and output. The more, it I, 

sophy: into, that is to ~ly. tb:~~ '~jght .be said, the i~eas C?f efficiency and output assert their supreme I:stigations have bc<.;n crltlcn:1~;L ,:,';thOrlty the more this attitude 'of reverence towards the guest, towards' t,
(as it is an ac([uisition to ku.'::, ·;:c wounded, towards the'sick, will appear at first incomprehensible' and l 

,e l?iano, or how tn work: 0;,1;' ::::cr absurd: and, in fact, in the world around us, we know that, this l 
:ontcxt as this. The gre;lu1Ct-, iA ,:;lier~on of the absurdity of forbearance and generosity is taking very i 
eople the disappointing ~Id;: '-i~ _. ,::r.lctlcal shapes. . . . ' 
rcling it as a discipline which (:l!' :.t The above remarks may appear to have a merely cursory and superficial ! 
the highest matters, with, it' Y'~'"' ,.,j'llue. But that would be a mistakeri judgement. The example we have • i 
:ross anything at all c(lrnp~o.b!s <,;;[ presented does throw iptovery bold relief that co-articulation of reflec i 
ary sciences. I uOlkrlirlc, :hc!t, ~:unand mystery around which the whole of this argument has ,been built I 
bat when we leave the tC:lduhl,!'i'Y' When we talk .about the sacredness of the defenceless, because it is 
up towards the principle,;, t!;...': ;Jcncel<:ss,_w.e are not ~ealing merely with a pragmatic and in a sense I 

I 
( -gin to blur, ju~;t a~ thq'~d" /:emoru~l attltu?e of which t~e:sociologist, or perhaps the psychoanalyst, I 
t 'n a hundred years from n, ,W' . cght ~lrum to ~sc.ov:er the ongIns. . It is precisely against all such claims ! 
.lcs of mathematics that will. ire .. :::.It philosophy, If It IS to be true to ItS own nature, must take its strictest 
le notion that pn:v:\ils W-dl:J, .pnd. It is something really essential that is here at stake. . ' " ,-' 

,mpletely different situation. dnl i And it is with an attempt to define this term, essential, that I would like to 'v 
reflect deeply on this :;illi.u:!;~.. '::~w to a close. Proba~ly in se~king to discover what we mean by e~sel1tial 

', ....,..ample insight into it. l\:f)W <':1,::15 best to ~tart by seeking to discover what we mean by important. At a . 
!stablishecl is that this proccd ;.f.:itglance, It seems that when I decide that something or other is important 
) do with the objective ar. ~,·,A~ : ,:Ll1,relatir;tg it to a c~rtain p~rpose of ~e or perhap~, more generally to a 
whose reality, by definition. ;;In;IY In which I orgaruse my l~fe. If I onentate my eXlstence towards some 
Jeen forced to insist m()rt~ ii,,;; ':mal ~nterest, say, for. instance, th~ search for pleasure, power or money, 
; self 10 itself, or on the prc:lr.r;;::-; . i'e~thin~ that seems hkely to subserve this interest will strike.as having 

'.~ ":... ~ from it. And we b:tvc, in t'~,;t_ (51tlVe' Importance! and everything that does not, as ha:ving negative 
an or<>anic connection be: .... ';·!", _:~?ortance. Expenence, however, shows 'us, and its lessons cannot be ..~. 

tce, cv~ry prescnce iJ mp:c:rii,\;·' I;cted or ignore~, that our special ways of organising our lives are always 
11 whether the word I1w~tCf'i b,,,; ,.:.ol~ to c?llapse like card.-house~ under our very eyes;' leaving something 

,presence is not, in the ~'cry kl";';':f ltl theIr place, something which the original structures of lust, ambition. '..~:~reed ha? .merely masked from us. This something else,-which we are not /' 
'M. GabricUvhlrccl"s book lim 10' ,:I.,.,.r '. III t1 t d fin d f hi h h h
'cvicwcd in this Jvlirl/d. 0':(0\><:'. I'}\+" ;.. a P<?SI ~n 0 e ~, an 0 w c we ave not per aps even a direct . 

'}rehenSlOn, IS not them/portant, but the esseJ1tia/, the "one'thing needful," 
: '. . . 

<, 
. :: 
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It is obvious 'that the believer, at least, has a name for this" something else" : 
he will say that the one thing needful is salvation, but the latter is a term of 
which philosophy ought not to make a premature use. The first question, 
rather, that can be asked at a strictly philosophical level is whether one C:tn 
or cannot, affirm that in the life of the individual something of absolute, not , ; 
merely of.relative, importance is at stake. But we can acknowledge even! 

I"! at this moment that by our labours up to this point we have cleared awa\,,.: 
some of the obstacles from the path that leads to an answer to this question. ! 

i These obstacles, there can be no doubt at all, have all to do with a tendenc\' 
I within us to transfer the definitions and the categories that are valid only iiII 
I the purely objective world into a realm of discourse where they do not 
I properly apply. Fol1ow~g in the steps of Bergson, we have seen th::'.t thisi 
! 	 temptation to, make a falsely objective representation of the inner world is 

at work npt only when I am thinking of such a general concept as time, but 
when I am thinking of what I call my owr, particular life and history. We 

, have thus been brought to recognise what one might call the transr-historic 
depth ofhistory : which.is, no doubt, the best short cut we can take towards 
the idea of Eternity. Moreover, as we shaL. see by and by even more death', 
the nexus between the ideas of Eternity and mystery is as strict a one as can 
be.' .;In the first place, Eternity cannot be anything other than a mystery, 
we cannot, as it were, figure it to ourse! res in terms of a map, even an 
endless map, that could be rolled out on a t~ ble. The spatial images through 
which we get our first insight, no doubt always a rough and inadequate 
insight, and one needing much correctio/ I" into so many other concepts, 
are here, even in the very first instance, tOluly out of place. In the second 
pl~ce, every mystery is itself like. a river, 'v-hich flows into the Eternal, as 
into a sea. All this, of course, must be ta ken in 'a very vague and general 
sense; hqt it is true for each of us, and true especially in relation to our 
roots in the family, true, that is, in relation to the conditions under which 
we have been able to make our appearance in the world. 

But to what degree, and within what lirnits, is it possible for us to raise 
ourselves above that condition of being in the )Porld which is our specific mode 
of existence? To what degree are we within our rights in turning our 
glances up towards a higher sphere than this ? What are-at the point where 
we are supposed not yet to have received the enlightenmept of any special 
revelation-these floating, glittering, these unfixed lights, that can to some 
degree throw light into the obscurest depths of our beings ?, These are the 
formidable problems that still remain to be faced. I am under no illusion 
that we are moving forward on a plain and beaten path; may we be granted 
that help that is rarely refused to those who are animated by the love of 
-truth alone. Of truth alone. That is indeed the first and the last word, 

Valpha and' omega; for every society, pronounces sentence of doom or 
acquittal on itself according to the throne of state which it reserves, both 
within itself and high above itself, for that: Truth which is not a thing but 
a spirit. " .. 

GABRIEL MARCEL. 
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PREFACE 

AItruism. •• Paranoia••• 

The mere juxtaposition of these two words seems paradoxical, almost 

sacrile~ous; nor can any rational, systematic justification be given for 

their -- adequation. Rather, a growing-conscious awareness, not unlike 

that of one's own existence and relevance, has forced the acceptance of 

this reality. "Growing-conscious ll because there has been no sense of 

lIabout to bell; aJ.:!.. of a sudden it's there, and o~y by looking back can one 

recognize its IIdevelopment." But the world is lived IIforward ll and no 

amount of back-tracki!lg and scientific investigation will uncover the full 

realization of this unity. Only a superficial recalling of specific cir-
I 

c'Wllstances, variously contributing and of unknown rank and importance, can 

be managed. 

AYn Rand's Ellsworth Toohey1 was the incarnation of an idea of al

truism which I encountered two years ago. His dogmatic "everything that 

can't be ruled must gol! characterized his humanitarianism. Consciously, I 

~ that his was an extreme position, and that Howard Roark's "objectivism:1I 

--his determination to build his kind of building by his own standards--was 
" 

the obvious extreme reaction. But unconsciously, perhaps subconsciously, 

Roark's condemnation of altruism2 seems to have been my IIruling passion"-

indirectly and negatively. 

This seems abstruse . ••• I have yet to grasp its implications 
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myself. I naturally sought a synthesis of the extremes, since neither was 

adequate but both were necessary. Yet, I think, because of an idealistic 

preconception, I was drawn toward altruism. MY reactions were labelled 

"paranoid" because I tactlessly exposed an awkward classroom situation 

vmere both teacher and students were play-acting. At the same time, a very 

close friend of mine tried to conform to the pattern expected, demanded by 

her superiors and peers, and suffered a nervous breakdown. That Kierke

gaardian _liTo thine ownself be true!! seemed so necessary and so unattainablel 

In both instances, my immediate reaction was hostile. Hostile to 

the audacity of giving advice. I felt that the "advisors" didn I t under

stand the_.situation and only made matters worse with their 'superficial com

ments and criticism~. I didn't realize that perhaps my judgment amounted 

to the,ssame thing. 

Yet these situations remained abstract, for I was withdrawn from 

those circumstances. Consciously and often vociferously, I clung to what 

was becoming an obsession: Be yourself--show them it can be done I Yet I 

realized, very clearly, that this required a definite conSideration and 

regard for the other. I read about things one shouldn't do to others. Peo

ple told me what I.shouldn't do. 

So very meticulously I set out to not do what I shouldn't. I ac

ceded to the advice. But the utopia I was striving for failed to material 

ize; rather it seemed to be deliberately frustrated even before its incep

tion. 

Why? 

I don't feel that this question is peculiar to me. Students in 

Berkeley, California; Negroes and whites in Selma, Alabama; seminarians at 

\ 




Saint Heinrad, Indiana, seem to be asking it. 

Why! 

The present generation has been labelled, at least in part, as the 

"new breed ll and soundly criticized, even denounced in many circles for 

being so inquisitive, so disrespectful regarding tradition. This phenome

non is not confined to students, but involves married and professional peo-. 

pIe.) Freedom of conscience has joined the ranks of "rights to be guaran

teed by society. II But upon "What is this freedom grounded? Where are its 

roots! What is the "spirit" which must underly the nlaw ll1 Can man survive 

the threat of freedom! 



INTRODUCTION 

Que1 qu'en puisse ~tre 1e sens ultime, l'univers ou nous avons 
etl jete's ne saurait nous sati~faire; ayons 1e courage de 1e 
d6c1arer une fois pour toutes. 

Ce que ma demarche tendait en de"finitive'a exc1ure, c'e'tait 
1a notion d'une pens~e qui definirait en que1que sorte ob
jectivement 1a structure du reel et se regarderait des 10rs 
comme qualifiee pour statuer sur lui. Je posais au contraire 
en principe que 11 entreprise ne pouvai t se poursuivre qu'a 
l'interieur d'une r~alit~ en face de 1aque11e 1e phi10sophe 
ne p~ut jamais se poser comme on se campe devant un tableau 
pour 1e contemp1er.5 

Characteristically, even Marcel's "exp1icitation ll of the background 

of his philosophic convictions6 reveals his whole approach. Three features 

are immediately evident: (1) he avoids any systematic presentation, yet 

is thoroughly realistic and precise in his discussion of various factors 

(2) which are usually expressed negatively, or (3) if positively, not dog... 

matically, but usually prefiXed by "a sort ofll and like expressions. On 

the one hand, his.penchant for exactness and clarity of expreSSion does not 

drive him into a Cartesian iior1d of uc1ear and distinct ideas, II nor on the 

other hand into Nietzschean nihilism or Kantian transcendental idealism be

cause of the connatural opaqueness of reality.? 

Rather II j 'en ai 1a conviction, dans 1a mesure ou mon experience com

porte encore une part non exp10itEfe, non re'nechie, que je puis garder 1a 

possibilite' de cr~er sur 1e plan phi10sophique. 1I8 Thus M.-M. Davy struc

tured her description of ·l-'larce1 to 

rendre accessible une pensefe qui peut apparattre de prime 
abord d'un contact diffici1e; i1 s'adresse au public cultive" 
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non specialise' dans les etudes philosophiques; son ambition 
est surtout de r6pondre au desir d'etudiants qui nourrissent 
dans leur coeur la passion de la verit6.9 

J.>1arcel is interested primarily in truth, dynaIilic and ~ranscendent. But 

this ever-seeking wonder is not the result of an arbitrar.1 decision or a 
. , 

gratuitous assumption. Nor is his philosophical inquiry a matter of aca

demic dedication and disinterested objectivity. His work is his life, his 

life hiS' t"9rk.1 O. Any analysis of Marcel's ideas--unfair though it be to a 

man who has always detested the cold and impapsioned technique of such an 

approach to reality--presupposes a knowledge of his life, of a life fraught 

. with suffering and solitude and warmly refreshed in the communion with real

ity, living and dead, personal al'id interpersonal. 

Gabriel Marcel ~as born in PariS, December 7, 1889. His father, 

Henri, a state Counsellor, was at one time also a French minister to Sweden, 

and later director of the Beaux-Arts at the Bibliotheque nationale and the. 

Musees nationaux. 11 Little is known of hi$.mother, a Jewess, who died when 

he '·Tasfour. His mother's sister, Marguerite, raised him and eventually 

married his father. In describing his family, Marcel does not resort to 

physical and apparential characteristics, but rather--as he treats the char

acters in his pl~s--presents their attitudes toward life and the auuosphere 

these conflicing ideologies create.12 

His father, though a baptized Catholic, had turned to agnosticism 

at an early age, preferring the free-mind ideas of Taine, Spencer, and 

Renan to the absolute Catholic thought IItainted with absurd superstitions. 11 

Marcel sal'; in his father Ira kind of basic French paganism"; but this revolt 

against lithe subjection of human nature to Catholic asceticism II '(.;as counter

balanced by a strictly disciplined life and a highly developed sense of duty 

http:create.12
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to the state.13 

His aunt, a Jevnsh convert to Protestantism, also rejected dogma

tism, but to her the absurdity of existence could only be met by self-denial, 

helping one's fellow sufferers, and extreme self-discipline. It was she who 

created "the atmosphere of moral scruples and of hygienic precautions II which 

drove Harcel to the haven of idealism, safe from impure empiricism. Quite 

naturally, Marguerite overshadowed his mother; and yet, though he had few 

visual memories of her, 

e1le m'est restee presente, mysterieusement elle a toujours 
e'te avec moi. ~. J et je crois comprendre aujourd 'hui que 
cette etrange dualite' au coeur de rna vie entre un etre dis
paru dont par pudeur ou par dtsespoir on parlait assez rare
ment, et sur lequel une sorte de crainte reverentielle me 
retenait de poser des questionsl~et un autre etre, extraor
dinairement affirme: dominate'lir, et qui se croyait tenu de 
projeter la lumiere dans les;.moindres encoignures de mon 
existence--je soupyonne, dis-je, que cette disparlte, ou 
cette polarite'secrete de l'invisible at du visible a ex
erca sur ma pensee, et bien au dela de ma pensee exprimee, 
sur mon ~tre merne, une influence occulte qui a dapasse in-· 
finiment toutes ce1les dont mes ecrits prlsentent des traces 
discernables. ~ 5 

With his father always busY with his Ivork, his aunt and her mother cared 

for him and their solicitude caused much of the tension and anxiety in his 

life. He was bright and both women Here overly conscious· of his ach~eve

ments in the classroom. 16 They vlere further vexed because of his frequent
, . .. 

illnesses, because these kept him fran school. 

School for Marcel was anything but bearable. Even today his judg

ment of the French scholastic system is colored by the anxiety he felt as 

a young student. Unlike other boys, he was not interested in playing hook,y 

to go fishing. But he feels that the school had ignored and sti1l ignores 

lithe facts and particularly the modes of hlUnan grmvth. \I Such an attitude 

in a boy of eight irould hardly be considered less than precocious--and 

http:state.13


probably a bit snotty. But his father's attitude tempered an othe,rvdse 

unbearable situation. 

In complementary opposition to his sister-in-lal'l, who expressed her 

agnosticism in ethical rigorism, Henri 1-1arcel turned to aesthetic expres

sion. His love for music and the theater was incarnate in his only child. 

The younger l-1arcel did not seek aesthetic satisfacation alone, however. For 

him the theater "tv-as a "a priVileged form of expression. lI 

Sans bien entendu que ma predilection pour Ie dialogue rUt 
alors en etat de rendre compte d'elle-m~me, mon gout me por
tait naturellement non vers Ie re'cit ou vers la description, 
mais vers un'art qui se dissimule en quelque sorte derriere 
les sujets qu'il confronte. Je l'ai dit ailleurs, j'ai res~ 
senti de tresbonne heure une sorte drivresse non seulement 
aevoquer des ~tres distincts de moi, mais a m'identifier 
assez compietement a eux pour devenir leur trtichement. II 
serait vain de se demander ·a quoi tint chez moi cette dis
position. Le fait que mon pare avait un sens inne du the~ 
tre et etait un lecteur de pieces incomparable n' est certai
nement pas ne'gligeable. -Mais j I ai toujours pense que les 
personnages de theatre que je me plaisais 'a faire dialoguer 
m~ tinr~nt lieu a l'origine des f~~res at soeurs dont je 
deplorro.s cruellement 11 absence. '( . 

In drama and in the "supra-rational unity of music, 1118 Ivlarcel found, not a 

w~ out from, but an approach to the: many insolubilia of life--concretely 

presented to him at that time as the family quarrels and misunderstandings 

which 'VTere only confused by 'tv-ords. 19 It is no wonder that these two arts 

appealed to him. They furnished him with concrete reactions to the techni

cal sterility of the classroom--even the most uncultured can distinguish 

the technically perfect execution from the aesthetically pleasing presenta

tion of a Beethoven symphony or a Shakespeareru1 tragedy; they created for 

the lonely only child a community of super-imaginary characters; and they 

gave vent to the creatiVity of a lad who ioTas not about to be bound by the 

stultifying conventions of the world of problems. 
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Nor was his reaction confined to the world of fantasy. When his 

father was appointed minister of Sweden, the eight-year-old Marcel found 

himself free from the classroom for a whole year. He spent all his time 

getting to know the other children of the diplomatic corps and. becoming ~ 

home to the varied, and strange lands and customs. 20 The lyce'e to which he 

was sent eighteen months after his return was the more stifling for this 

experience; but the ease with which he obtained his every desire from his 

aunt and grandmother enabled I1arcel to indulge his passion for travel in 

trips to the country around Paris and journeys into the Swiss Alps and 

southwestern Germany with his father. 

This ethical-aesthetic conflict21 thus manifested itself in every 

phase of his life: the stuffy lyce'e and the refreshing trips to the country; 

the solitude of being an only child--and a sickly one at that--and the dra

matic conversations with created persons; an idealistic flight from the 

contamination of empiricism and the hidden expression of the theatrey2insol

uble problems and the supra-rational unity of music. 

At this point one might expect a Kierkegaardiarr:;leap to the sphere 

of faith, but such an allusion is unfair to Marcel. He- lTould hardly run 

from the situation at hand. Yet, once convinced of the heed for tran~cend.

ence, he i'1ould ascertain the conditions and limits of the reality of that 

sphere before even contemplating, not a leap, but recognition of 
I 
a Fall. 23 

; + 

Speaking of faith, one is immediately drawn to ask concerning the 

religious formation of today's foremost nChristian existentia..1ist. n24 11ar

cel admits25 that he did not consciously miss the religious training he ob

served in his classmates. In fact, no doubt unq.er the influence of the 

agnosticism of the Marcel household, he cb.uld only imagine the outside 
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possibility of an intelligent person being Protestant--because Protestant

ism implied private judgment--but to a Catholic was silly, even hypocriti 

cal. 26 

Patterns seem to be emerging, though ~Iarce1 would be th7 last to 

define their precise naturee 

Sans doute, mes mais, y a-t-il quelque chose de choquant et 
mE3'me d I absurde 'a. parai.'tre aligner sur une table connne des 
jetons ou comme des pieces anatomiques les dispositions sou
vent presque informulabl~s qui presiderent a mes recherches. 
Clest pourtant la, me semble-t-il, leseul moyen de co~ 
prendre ce que mon entreprise aviat en soi de hasardeux, et 
aussi de rendre compte du caractere presque informe que pre
s~terent mes premiers ecrits philosophiques. 27 

No, Gabriel Marcel would never confine by defining; but" on the other hand, 

he would never consent to confuse by merely suggesting. His philosophical 

inquiries depend as much upon his style and approach as they do upon his 

life. Perhaps a word about his choice of mediUlll may clarify--will surely 

introduce any discussion of the modern philosopher and modern philosophy 

according to Gabriel Marcel. 

Seymour Cain, in his introductory essay to the thought of Gabriel 

Marc~1,28 overlaps his consideration of m~dia and approaches, but some dis

tinctions are clear. Marcel has a definite preference for the diary mode 

of presentation,.29 as well as the phenomen9;L0gical essay. The reader accom

panies the author in his intuitive grasp for meaning, in his response to 

the evocation of the phenomenon• 

. For Marcel's philosophical stance, so to speak, is auditory, rather 

than visual. He does not observe, but responds to reality. This harks back 

to his appreciation of music. The supr-rationa1 unity does not emanate from 

the mere listening; but only when a person actually plays or 'tvrites music 

does he experience this union of content and method. The music of Bach 

http:presentation,.29
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furnished 14:arcel with his first understanding of the religious experience. 

Improvisation for him is not merely virtuosic self-expression, but the ans

wer to an inward call--dialogue. 

HOvrever, this is not romantic flight and escape from the real situa

tion of insolubilia that he experienced at home. 

Thus in 1<larcel1s life-tfork there are three paths: first, the 
way of music, of spontaneous improvisation, pointing to the 
realm where communion is fully aChieved; second, the way of 
metaphysical meditation and phenomenological analySis, locat
ing in thought the beacons and reefs in man I s spiritual jour
ney; and third, the way of dramatic presentation, acting out 
in concrete characters and situations what'is explored inde
pendently in the metaphysical meditations. 30 

Marcel continally emphasizes31 the role of drama in the development of his 

thought. It is in drama that the concrete expresses itself, is notbrac

keted off into concepts and ideas to be analyzed in laboratory sterility. 

Perhaps Marcel's distinction between mystery and problem l~l clarify this 

approach. Marcel first experienced this insight or syneidesis in October, 

1932. 

October 22nd 
-, 

The Position of the Ontological Mystery: Its Concrete Ap
proaches. 

This is the proposed title for my paper to the Marseilles " 
Philosophical Society.; The phrase "mystery of being, onto
logical mysteryll as against IIproblem of being, ontological 
problem,1I has suddenly come to me in these last rew days. 
It has enlightened me. 

MetaphYSical thought--reflection trained on mystery. 
But it is an essential part of a mystery that it should be 

acknotiledge; metaphysical reflection presupposes this acknovll
edgement, ~mich is outside its Otin sphere. 

Diptinguish between the Mysterious and the Problematic. A 
problem is something met with 't-mich bars my passage. It is 
before me in its entirety. A mystery, on the other hand, is 
something in which I find myself caught up, and whose essence 
is therefore not to be before me in its entirety. It is as 
though in this province the distinction between in me and 
before me loses its meaning. 32 --,~ 
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And it is in drama, as in music, that this interpenetration, this "inter

subjectivityll of the 'J:!!X. and the ~, that man's real situation can be 

presented-. Thus drama for l'larcel is not an aesthetic escape into the vlOrld 

of make-believe. Nor on the other hand, is it a didactic technique ex

plaining what life should be all about. It is the concrete acting out of 

life in situation. But it also furnishes the basis for philosophical re

flection and as such' concentrates on individual reaction to this situation• 

•It is highly cerebral, with little, often no attention given to physical 

description and actione 33 Before any analysis of his plays can be had, 

however, a vIord must be said regarding a fe1-1 dominant ideas of this philos

opher-dramatist. 

"Dominant ideas~' because Gabriel Marcel is. not a systematic philos

opher in any sense of the wrd. His approach is one of inquiry..(recherche) 

• or exploration. 34 Yet this search is not aimed at a pre.notion, an object 

which can be observed in its totality before the researcher. It· is a pres. 

ence, a mystery, beyond and within the philosopher. That is, the philos

opher is an explorer, open to reality, eager to receive, animated by wonder, 

ready to anS'trer a call. It is precisely here, as a response to a call, that 

Marcel relates philosophy to life.35 

For despite, rather because of increased impersonalizing socializa

tion and technology, human experience has lost its ontological weight, has 

lost its sense of mystery. Technical manipulations and statistical calcu

lations give "yes ll and "no" answers; questions demanding more are not asked. 

And it is here where the philosopher must plant his feet and ask. the ques

tions, to. resurrect wnder and the "ontological need," which must be ans

http:exploration.34
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wered to give meaning to life. 

Thus, the central question of I:1arcel's philosophical inquiry re

duces to "What am I1 II The ansi·rer, vague and ambiguous--clear and open· as 

it may be, presupposes various "notions II employed by this poet-philosopher. 

Some thoughts and reflections on these 1¢.Lll assist our discussion. But it 

. must be rem~bered that theSe;. are not definitions. 

As pointed out above, l1arcel turned to idealism in his philosophical 

search. This was his natural reaction to the lIimpure empiricism, II following 

upon his hope life. But his love for drama and music, as well as his read

ing of Bradley's Appearance and Reali~,36 turned him from idealist abstrac

tion. Fleeing the Hegelian synthetic One and the Kantian consciousness in 

general, Narcel adopted a cpncre,te philosophy.3? He himself' declines to 

assert this as an entirely new approach, but it was definitely opposed to 

the idealism patent at the turn of the century. 

He . summarizes his approach to reality in four l<1ords: "Person-

engagement -- community -- reality. n38 Beginning with the immediately 

known, which he characterizes as being-in-a-situation39_-the fundamental 
. . 

fact, he describes being variously: as a mystery beyond the before ~ and 

the ~ front £?1~, as IIthat which withstands analysis," Freudian or other

idse,40 as impossible to think of as an object.41 Such a radical dep~ture 

from traditional patters of thought required a new approach. 

Thus V~cel employs a concrete approach,42 the phenomenological 

method,43 calling for a constant revaluing of words.44 The traditional 

soUl~b6dy;3and self-reality problem:s are specified as incarnation and 

participation, respectively. 

Le monde existe pour moi .;~au sens fort du mot exister, dans 
la mesure o~ j1entretiens avec lui des relations du type de 
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celles que j'entretiens ~vec m~p4Eropre corps--c'est-~dire 
pour autant que je suis J.ncarne. :; 

••• the infinitely mysterious act by ,which an essence as
sumes a boQy ••• to which modern philosophers only cease 
to give their attention in so far as they have lost the in
telligepge's essential gift, that is to say the faculty of 
wonder.% 

Participation 

is not a fact, not a mental endm-nnent, it is a requirement 
of free thought, a requirement which becomes actual in pos~ 
ing itself, since its realization does notdepe~ on any 
extraneous coridition. We can, however, distingUish tvw '-; 
stages of participation,-according to whether it is defined 
as an object of thought, or whether thought, renouncing its 
function as a thinking subject, gives itself wholly to par
ticipation: this second phase alone deserves to be called 
Faith: Faith is in a certain sense more than an immanent 
act since it is the accomplishment of a dialectic wholly 
directed to'~\Tards transcendence. It is manifest, inoreover 
--and it is thus that. its transcendence is to be defined-
that this Faith can in no way make 1.tself explicit in a 
judgment, even in a judgment of existence, for the subject 
which makes judgments of existence is already engaged in 
existing .'. • Faith is thus not the affirmation of an 
existence; the problem of the existence of God--a problem 
completely devoid of metaphysical meaning--could only have 
occurred to crude intel1ecutalism imprisoned in empirical 
modes of thought concerned with contingent objects. Mai
monides was right in ppinting out that existence could not 
possibly apply to God/,}7 

Par la foij'affirme la paternitedivine de tous les hommes; 
et d'autre part je ne puis me pehSermoi-m~e comme partici
pant "8. Dieu qu! en tant que j I ai foi en lui, c I est-a..dire que 
cette participation'ne peut et ne doit m'appar~tre comme un 
fait dont je prends ou non conscience. Pour les autres 
hommes au contraire je suis oblige de dissocier la partici
pation de la fOi; car la foi des autres n'est rien pour moi, 
elle n1est pensable a aucun titre.48 

Faith for Marcel is man's only hope in the world of technique,49 the appeal 

to the transcenc,lent, lito a level of being, an order of the spirit, which is 

also the level and order of grace, ef mercy, of charity.1I50 It is this 

grace of faith, the grace that is faith which sartre and Camus have ig

nored. 51 
" ! 
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It is the transcendent which furnishes itself as basis for value as 

lIessentially something which does !!Q.1 allow itself to ~chosen.1I52 It is a 

supr~personal appeal having "proper existence only for metaphysical reflec

tion. 1I 53 This metaphysical reflection is what Marcel calls secondary re..;. 

flection or second-level reflection, 1ihich is essentially synthetic and 

recuperative, as opposed to primary reflection, which is essentially analy
tic.54 That is, IIre'flexion braque'e sur un myst'ere, 1155 IIrecollection that 

has become Self-conscious,"56 1I1·rhich seeks, as it v~re, to establish the 

conditions of primary reflection and of the more mechanical operations of 

the understanding. u57, It is the duty of this type of reflection to expose 

the vicious circle of being and' havi:n.s;.58 

Participation, as James Collins emphasizes,59 is in being as trans

cendent, effected IIby gaining awareness of one's personal significance and 

joining in the community of persons. II To be is to be~. ~ is 

coesse.60 This is the ontological myste~J. Presence~1 and intersubjecti 

vity62 here become correlative terms, almost synonyms. It is here that 

liberty is found. 63 

And it is this reality which secondary reflection alone can fathom. 

The metaproblematic that is, mystery is a participation 
on which my reality as subject is built.64 . 

••• the concrete approaches to the ontological mystery 
should not be so~ght in the scale of logical thought, _the 
objective reference of which gives rise to a prior question. 
They ~hould rather be sought in the elucidation of certain 
data lmch are gRiritual in their own right, such as fidelity, 
hope, and~. ) 

Love is intimately copnnected with intersubjectivity, and thus with the 

whole of l-iarcel's philosophy.66 Love finds itsctiterior in hope67 and 

fidelity. 
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"Being as the place of fidelity. II At a certain moment of 
time this forfuula is "emblazoned across J:.larcel's conscious
ness If.ith an irresistible suggestiveness, as if its truth 
were the fountain out of which the multiple insights .of his 
thought spring and to which they return. And vrith good rea
son. For his prolonged meditation on the ontological im
plications of fidelity 'lrrill easily serve as a paradigm for 
Marcel's philosophical method; in the coUrse of it l~ 
gradually come to understand, how a descent into intersub
jectivity is simultaneously an ascent into transcendence. 68 

Marcel has worked various phenomenological analys.es of faith and fidelity. 

It is the American philosopher, Josiah Royce, whose philosophy of loyalty 

influenced Marcel's formulation of a concrete pltilosophy, rather than Soren 

Kierkegaard, who'laid the groundwork, so to speak, for I'-larcel t s theme. 69 

Keeping in mind what lias cited above concerning presence, fidelity 

can be described as lithe active perpetuation of presence, the renewal of, 

its benefits--of its Virtue which consists in a mysterious incitement to 

create. 1170 Presence is the factor which distinguishes fidelity from con

stancy or IIperseverance in a certain goal. ,,71 The latter is what vIe nor

mally refer to as fidelity to a principle or a cause. But nit is always 

necessary that some concrete principle enter into fidelity.u72 

Constancy in the pure state, with respect to interpersonal 
relations, is therefore in danger of being replaced by a 
struggle, at first internal, then external, which can cul
minate in hatred and in mutual aversion. 7) 

Such is the case of the husband who remains faithful to his wife only out 

of a sense of duty or honor. Harcel is not here belittling or condemning 

duty and honor, but only decrying the awkvJ'ard situation resulting lihen a 

relationship is based only on them. But "V-rhat is this concrete principle? 

Faithful to the phenomenological approach, 1\IIarcel tries to eluci

date the matter with a number of examples, lito distinguish various shades 

of meaning. II 
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join a party; the members and the head of the party com
mittee only expect~of me a strict and regular obedience to a 
certain discipline. It may be that I submit to this disci
pline oP~y against my better judgment, that something within 
me fiercely rebels against my subjugation by the party; how
ever, the committee and the membership are Ol~ directly,con
cerned to the extent that a secret insubordination of this 
kind can lead to treason or to a future.defection. It is 
onlY because of these possible consequences that somebody 

- ~t.t10 divined my state of mind might be prompted to advise me 
to quit the party. 

There is a further point llThich is important: it may in 
fact be maintained that party membership threatens either to 
sustain a continuous division between the words or gestures 
of a man and his true thoughts or feelings, or, what is no 
less unfortwlate, to culminate in the enlistment of the soul 
itself, discipline becoming internalized to the point ~There 
all inner spontaneity is eliminated. The more organized the 
party, the more it encourages either hypocrisy or spirttual 
subservience; the present-day world offers us far too many 
ominous examples of this dilemma to make any' further empa
sis of this point useful. 

Again, 'VIe have to show the form this problem takes with 
respect to the closest and perhaps the most fundamental of 
all personal relationships--I mean the conjugal relation. We 
are all acquainted ~Tith marriages where one spouse is faith
ful to the other only out of a pure feeling of duty, 'tIThere 
iidelity is reduced to constancy. Let us assume that the 
other person perceives this; this discovery can lead to an 
anguishing pr9blem for him. Can he--I mean: does he have 
the right to r.eason the 'Vray in vJ'hich the friend does in the 
example I gave above, and release his partner174 

The very simple example to which I refer in Being and Having 
is that of a promise made--no doubt on the spur of the mom
ent--to a sick person whom one has seen in the hospital 
"mere he is laid up 'tdth an incurable disease. As I so 
often do, I resorted to the personal form: seized with pity 
at the sight of the sick person, moved by discovering that 
my visit caused him an unexpected joy, I promise to come to 
se~ him often. 'This promise is made on the basis of a cer
tain disposition vTithin me. A few days pass. I notice -(·r.i..th 
some embarrassment that although the Sick person's condition 
is not improved, my disposition is no longer the same. A 
strange remoteness has replaced the sincere and immediate 
siJDlpathy that I had felt while with him. NOI-l I think of him 
only abstractly. I am going to have to return and visit him 
since I promised to do so, but the visit now assumes a merely 
burdensome aspect.. And I asked myself: in making this pro
mise I took it for granted, it seems--and implicitly had the 
understanding if only with myself--that my inl1er attitude 
would remain the same. But nmoJ' that I see how poorly'I knetv 
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myself, by ~'lhat right can I make this sort of draft on the 
future? Or else must I think that by assuming this engage
ment I ·'t'ms telling myself: even though I shall no longer' 
experience a few days from now the feeling which at this 
moment dictates my promise, I shall behave as though I were 
feeling the same way. For, after all, I have no right to 
make this unfortunate man suffer the unpredictable fluctua';':. 
tions in my i'lay of feeling. Hm/ever, in this case would I 
not be condemf:t:fung::wYs.elf to pl~ng a farce by pretending 
to feel what I no longer feel?7) 

The~e examples are obviously not the same, but they do have some common 

ground. Is it possible to make an unconditional commitment? Or must every 

promise of fidelity be qualified both by any subsequent change in the situ

ation and in the dispOSition or attitude of the subject? And if it must 

be so qualified, what duty of fidelity still binds the subject after these 

alterations have taken place? Must one refrain from making promises en

tirely? 

Even the very phrasing of such questions presupposes attitudes which 

must be rectified. The hWllan personality infinitely transcends its instan-
I . 

taneous dispositions. And further, this personality pas a definite capacity 

for influencing its future state. 

The fact is that lfhen I commit myself, I grant in principle 
that the commitment will not again be put in question. And 
it is clear that this active volition not to question some
thing again, intervenes as an ~ssential element in the de
termination of what in fact w:irll be the case.76 

But another problem arises: How does one test the initial assurance which 

is the ground of fidelity? A vicisous circle appears; to commit ~neself 

requires knmd.ng oneself, but the self can be known only insofar as it 

commits itself. The fallacy of a compromise, e.g., premarital relations, 

arises from treating fidelity as a problem, as a habit:to be cultivated 

(nineteenth-century idealism of Kant and Fichte) or a mode of pride. That 

is, as objective or subjective. 
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In ~he existential tradition begun by Kierkegaard, a paradox has 

been encountered: 

On the one hand, fidelity to a speci-:fic individual 't-1ho is 
given in our experie.n¢e, seems to the person who lives it 
rather than who views it from the outside, as irreducible. 
to that feeling liruting consciousness with itself or with 
its contents. 

On the other hand, an absolute fidelity, which is there
fore vowed not to a particular being, to a creature, but to 
God himself, is in danger of being construed today by the 
critical mind which is generally allied with the common sense 
View, as an unconscious egocentrism which ends up by hypos
tatizing a subjective datum.?? . 

In other words, though in daily life, there can be a real fidelity to a thou 

having objective reality, the reality of the bond can usually be questioned, 

allowing for the disappointment of finding an idea instead of a person .. 

But if this fidelity be directed to God invoked in his real being, the 

possibility for disappointment lessens, being a sign of my inadequacy only. 

Thus, Marcel finds the solution to the paradox in its formulation: 

Hence this ground of fidelity which necessarily seems pre
carious to us as soon as we commit ourselves to another who 
is unknown, seems on the other hand unshakable when it is 
based not, to be sure, on a distinct apprehension of God as 
someone other, but on a certain appeal delivered from the 
depths of my own insufficiency ad sutnmam. altitudinem; I 
have sometimes called this the absolute resort. This appeal 
presupposes a radical humility in the subject; a humility 
which is polarized by the very transcendence of the one it 
invokes. Here we are as it were, at the juncture of the most 
stringent cornmitment and the most desperate expectation. It 
cannot be a matter of counting on oneself, on one's ovm 
resources, to cope -ruth this unbounded commitment; but in 
the act in 'ltrhich I commit myself, I at the same time extend 
an infinite credit to Him. to ""mom I did So; Hope means 
nothing more than this.?~ 

This is the consecration effected by the "I believe. II?9 Like hope 

•.•• belief in the strong sense of the term--not in the sense 
of believing that, i.e., assuming that--is always belief in 
a thou, i.e., in a reality, 'Whether personal or suprapersonal, 
which is able to be invoked, and which is as it were, Sitg
ated beyond any judgment referring to an objective datum. 0 
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By treating it as a problem admitting of a defined solution, by objectifying 

the tra~sobjective, by attempting to verify the unverifiable,81 the reality 

of the belief is distorted. This situation in the ontological order is 

analogous to Heisenberg1s theory in quantum mechanics: 

.... This formulation (matrix mechanics) of quantum theory 
is equivalent to the Schroedinger formulation (wave mechan
ics) but emphasizes the role played by the observer in the 
measurement of a physical quantity and the fact that natural 
limits imposed on measurements which he makes must be incor
porated into a theory which p~ports to describe such meas
urements. Thus in particular. to specify the momentum (rho) 
and corresponding position (x) of a particle is strictly 
speaking not legitimate since the very measurement of the 
one t~ll lead to an unpredictability of the g~her given by 
the Heisenberg indeterminacy relation ••• 

Unfortunately, l:-1arcel does not give us a formula to apply in the ontological 

order. 

Thus, in attempting not a synthesis of, but a,middle path between 

mat~rialistic and physical realism on the one hand and Kantian and Hegelian 

idealism on the other f Gabriel Narcel is treading a narrow rQad. Like the 

groi~ng contingent of scientists engaged in pure research, he maintains an 

oP§lnness,o:u:C not that of the laboratory technician and field-work observer. 

Each individual has something to do 't>r,ith that mystery of reality. 

Something of Marcel's outlook is evident in his appraisal of the 

efforts of Teilhard de Chardin. In a lecture given at Ursuline College, 

Louisville, Kentucky, on March 7, 1965, he criticized those interpretors 

who tended to mechanize de Chardin I sevolutionary theory. Like de Chardin, 

he does not deny the reality and the positive contributions of technological 

advance; but, ever conscious of the tyranny of anonymity and function able 

to be wielded by this awesome power much like the tyranny of abstraction 

and generality consequent upon nineteen-century rationalism, Marcel 
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emphasizes much more than de Chardin the role of the free person who must be 

faithful in responding to the inner call to intersupjectivity and trans

cend~nce.83 

This response of fidelity is not specified by any particular mani

festation of the transcendent, but to the transcendent as incarnate in one

self, in others, in reality. l·farcel ob jects to canonizing his thought as 

Catholic, no doubt because of the dogmatic overtones of such an espousal. 

Yet his thought is undeniably.' 'religious. His interpretation of being as 

Light, II as the identity at their upper limit of Love and Truth," against 

which he must not sin,84 is strikingly similar to Christ t s III am the Light 

of the world. It It is the Light Which is in us all and Which must be 'tvit

nessed to by us all as It is in Itself, not by man in general, but by each 

individual person. 

l<1arcel himself has been caught short trying to explain his posi

tion philosophically. He constantly has recourse to concrete situations. 

It is the purpose of this paper to analyze the situations of some characters 

from r-larcel t s plays in hope of finding an insight into a mystery. This will 

be much like imbibing the poe'sie r6ve'latrice of Paul Claudel without the 

comfort of having the beauty of the language and symbolism to meditate on if 

the content remains unintelligible. 

The characters: the pardoning pastor and husband, Claude Lemoyne, 

from Un Homme de Dieu85 ; the distraught mother, Agnes Courteuil, from 

Croissez et MultiElie~86; the older generation Alfred Champel from Mon Temps 

'n I est pas le v6'tre.87 The question: i'Jhat 't-ras the nature of the irmer call 

to which each was to respond? HoioJ' did each respond? Or did each betray his 

call? Finally, how was Gabriel Marcel faithful to his dramatic art? 
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.00 HOMME DE DIEU1 

Un 
I 

Home de Dieu was written in 1922. first published in 1925 (Col

lection: Les Cahiers Verts), but was not staged till 1949. 2 Its sources 

are varied. Sottiaux suggests a link to an earlier dramatic effort: 

Chose curieuse, en 1904, Gabriel Marcel avaid soumis au po~te 
Femand Gregh une piece d I allure Ibsenienne, dont le th~me 
rappelle "Un Homme de Dieu ll ; il s'agissait· d'un pasteur de
venu incroyant: c1etait, dira Narcel, lIun bien pueril pres
sentimentll du future drame de conscience de Claude Lemoyne; 

Marcel, in an appendix to the play itself , cites some unpublished entries 

from his Journal, referring to an earlier, never finished version, entitled 

Le Gu{risseur, or Gu~ir.4 The work was composed during the period preced

ing his conversion to Catholicism, preceded by the speculative considera

tions regarding faith in the Metaphvsical Journal. The problem of faith was 

the only natural topic for the play. His choice of a married Protestant 

minister for the main character is not unpremeditated. It was not in order 

to satirize Protestantism, however,5 but rather because this character could 

only find himself through love and this love only exists between people who 

have known how and have wished to live their very being in all its personal 

value--especially if married.6 

Apparently the situation is relatively simple, though with untoward 

consequences. Claude Lemoyne is a successful minister in a poor quarter on 

the Left Bank in Paris. All had not always been this way, how~ver, for 

tvlenty years earlier his debut in a mountain village, Saint-Loup-de-Talvas, 

in !Meche, had run aground. It was also at this time that he had serious 
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doubts about his vocation and that his wife, Edmee, confessed that she .had 

been unfaithful. The baby to be born was not Claude's, but belonged to 

Michel Sandier. 

Claude forgave his wife and settled dotin to a successful life, 

raising the girl, Osmonde, as his orm. However,hh:ts religious indoctrina

tion has not been wholly received by his "daughter,1I nor, for that matter, 

by his wife. SUch is the situation at the first curtain, and the four acts 

to follow witness ·the progressive awareness of an artificial psychology. 

Claude's character is immediately reflected even in the setting: 

Le salon des Lemoyne. Ameublement froid et banal. Au mur t 

des IIparaboles II de Burnand et une reproduction de la Vierge 
de saint Sixte.7 

This coldness is one manifestation of the mechanical nature of Claude's 

ministry... It is further highlighted by the contrast between the undirected 

intimacy of Osmonde and Megal8 and the cut and dried discussion of the 

Lemoyne household during the rest of the first act. 

The familial antinomies are quickly exposed: Edmee compJ:.ains about 

Francis, Claude's brother, who never visits them--Claude excuses this appar

ent rudeness, explaining that Francis is a busy doctor with many calls to 

ma1ce.9 Already Edme'e' s sensitivity is rebu;fbed by Claude 1 S systematic re

sponse. Madame Lemoyne, Claude's mother, is on edge: a relative is expec

ting her. Her reasoning suggests the training Claude has received: 

Ce serait un horrible creve-coeur si je n'e'tais pas IB:-bas 
pour les f8tes. Crest si difficile de contenter tout le 
monde••• Le malheur des familles trop unies.10 

IIContenter tout le monde," how idealistic! "Familles trop unies, II how 

ironic! 

~14adame Lemoyne continues in her unreal judgments.. Ecimee:. expresses 
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some concern that 'IOsmonde n I a pas un gout tres vif pour les enfants en 

/ " ,/. '" " ,,11 Edm'" Igeneral, llecole du dimanche est plutot une corvee pour elle. ee s 

sensitivity has noticed the difference in Osmonde1s attitude at Sunday 

School and at Megal's home. In the latter situation, beings have replaced 

ideas. But l'ladame Lemoyne misses the point: 

Osmonde est comme son pere, qui a toujours ~te le devouement 
en personne••• Entin je veux dire qu1avec l'exemple qu'elle 
a toujours eu sous les yeux il n' y a rien d 1 etonnant a ce 
qu I elle ait pris ces pauvres enfants en pitie.12 

Thus far no damage has been done. Her judgment neither comforts nor alarms 

Edme'e. But she adds: lIil faut toujours avoir confiance,1I1.3 even••• and, 

perhaps for lack of a better example, she makes an allusion to some moral 

crisis which Claude has suffered. Edmee has been ignorant of such a trial 

and questions Madame Lemoyne. The latter had found out about it through 
, 

many long letters which Edmee herself had seen Claude mail during the first 

years of their marriage. Edmee persists in ascertai~ng the date of this 

crisis--before 1928, before her "affair, \I But 

11 m' avait promis que vous ne sauriez jamais rien. • •• 
Oh, ce nlest plus la peine de chercher a me tromper••4 Ce 
secret••• Notre secret••• il l'a••• ,le miserablet ••• 1 

Claude re-enters and notices Edmee1s confusion, but she leaves be

fore he can find out why. His mother explains: "EdInee vient de decouvrir 

que tu m~cavais tout raconte'. II 

Tant mieux••• Vois-tu, maman, ce mensonge a son egard me 
pesait terriblement; combien de fois ne me le suis-je pas 
reproche"t 15 

Only his promise had prevented him telling EdInee himself. But 

En tout cas, depuis qu IEdmee est revenue a la sante, depuis 
que je 11 qi guerie, j I aurais du tout lui dire; elle aurait 
compris.16 

',' . 

Claude admits that his pardoning Edm~ had restored his confidence: 
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Le meilleur de llepreuve, cleftait justement qulelle ne com
prtt pas. J fetais tout seul••• avec Lui. Et alors, peu a 
peu, quand j I ai senti qu I elle reprenait confiance... La facon 
dont il lui arrivait de me regarder quand elle croyait que je 
ne faisais pas attention I Cet appel muet dans ses yeuxl 
Cletait comme si j'aidais quelque chose ~ vivre•• ~ quelque 
chose de si fragile ••• quelque chose qui avait tant de chance 
de mourir. Les premiers temps, quand je rentrais le soir, 
mais je mI attendais tou,jours a ~pprendre qu I elle etait partie 
pour le rejoindrel Je suis sth:- .que pendant tr~s longtemps 
elle 1. a encore songe•.• elle a cru qulelle y songeait. Mais 
en realite' entre elle et lui il Y avait une force. Et puis 
un jour j I ai eu brusquement la certitude qu c I etait fini-
gulelle nly pensait plus--quenous avions gagne. 17 

But now too she had regained confidence. She was healthy and able to bear 

the truth. Her souJ::!had been raised from the depths. 

Chacun a porte' aussi la croiX de 11 autre, chacun a saigne 
pour 11 autn~. Nous sommes comme enrichis--meilleurs, oui, 

meilleurs. 


Thus when his brother tells him that Michel SC!-ndier, Edmee f slover, 


is dying and i-rl.shes to see his daughter. Osmonde. Claude consents. He re

jects his mother'~ objections about paternal rights, faked illness, and 

unexpected consequences. "Crest une epreuve qui se presente a moil je dois 

la vivre au jour le jour. 1I19 One is reminded of Inezih,:Santre's Huis Clos~O 

When Francis suggests that the rendezvous take place 'Without Edmee I s know

ing, Claude balks: "Clest toute notre relation qui est en jeu. 5i j1ai 

reussi a creer entre nous de la c.onfiance. de l'intimite, vous••• 1121 

Francis counters: "Tu risque de remettre tout Ita en question. ••• Je 

nlen sais rien, maisje le sens. Jl22 However, the ideality of Claude's 

constancy becomes evident when the possibility of Edmee leaving him comes 

up. IIEst_il possible de Sf acquitter plus completement de ses devoirs, de 

mener une existence plus remplie, plus utile? •• 112.3 

Francis is speechless. It is not because of, love that she will not 

leave. No, her function requires her to stay. And so the.thing which 
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Claude had rescued from destruction twenty years before has become an irre

movable cog in the family wheel. Claude has created a machine which cannot 

function outside its proper sphere. He is convinced that all is functioning 

perfectly. This will be the final test. This confidence built on an 

ideally preconceived system is short-lived, for Edmee and Osmonde are about 

to expose the artificiality of Claude's position. 

Edmee is annoyed at Claude's confiding in his mother; but she iIllIlle

diately seeks the root of the problem. IIEst-ce un simple hasard si clest 

apres avoir appris la ve'rite' que tu as retrouve••• ta confiance en Dieu1 1124 

Still unaware of the implications,25 Claude tactlessly relates the terrible 

crisis he had suffered. Disappointments tilth his catechumens, loss of self 

confidence, discouragement. "Cette fois, c I etait vraiment Ie vide absolu. 

Jletais completement seUl. n26 But suddenly a light shone in the darkness. 

C'etait cOIllIlle un appel lance au plus profond de mOi-meme. 
[. •• ) Pour Ie premiere fois j I etais Mis en presence de moi
meme, j'all~s avoir adecouvrir ~ qui jlavais affaire, et 
clest peut~~tre Ie sentiment de mon infini faiblesse qui' 
m' a sauve: 27 

But this abstraction is the cause of the present superficialityo Claude 

has become enveloped in a religious system. His allegiance is to an ideal, 

rationally and logically constructed. Edmee sees the basic egocentricity 

of the situation. IIAu fond, clest toi seul qui e'tais important, bien 

entendu. n28 Claude continues, unabashed, to describe Hichel ls proposed 

visit. Edmte begs him to prevent it. He explains how everything has been 

arranged so that she will not have to meet Hichel. The interchange that 

concludes the first act illustrates the sharp contrast in the psychology 

and sensitivity of the two spouses. 

EDMEE -- Tuas de'j~ tout arrange dans ta tete! Mais clest 
epouvantable. Hais qUi. es-tu donc? mais tu n I es';;:pas un 
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home. 


CLAUDE -- CI est W1 mourant. 


EDNEE -- Alors, pour toi le passei est aboli, non avenue 

Qu1il m'ait serree dans ses br.as, qu'il m'ait pressee con

tre son coeur••• 


CLAUDE -- Tias-toi. 

~ . 

EDMEE -- Ohl tu peux tout entendre. Ce n I est pas le sang
;¥,roid qui te manque quand il s I agit de moi. 

CLAUDE -- Hais c'est monstrueux, Edmee, ce que tu dis l~ ••• 

EDMEE -- Cette grandeur d' mne ~ bon march: me fait horreur. 

CLAUDE -- A bon marche'l Mais quand je t' ai pardonne••• 

EDMEE -- Si tu ne m'as pas pardonne' parce que tu m'aimais, 
qu'est-ce que tu veux que j'en fasse de ton pardon?29 

~ 

Claude's system prevents him from even considering such questions. Edmee 

is weak yet, and must be braced for 'the future. Claude will support her. 

Osmonde has asked to speak to Claude alone, a practice Claude de

plores and Osmonde needs. Osmonde had already expressed her revulsion for 

her mother's omniscience.30 She does not seek solutions from her father, 

His attempts to convert her inquiry into a problem with a definite, speci

fied answer reveal another failure. Osmonde is unhappy. II [: ••) tu disais 

que notre bonbeur est en nous. (~gocentrismil Pour moi", en tout cas, ce 

n'est pas vrai••• il me semble qu'il n'y a en moi que de quoi me faire 

souffrir. 1I31 Adopting a situation ethic, she sees no happiness in her pro

jected life of marriage and yearly children,32 of senseless conformity. 

Claude responds rightly that IIchacune de ces Vies a sa beaute sec/ate. G..J 
Son originalite" intime••• "33 This is 'tfhat Osmonde wants to hear; she des

pises IIdes exemplaires G'. J des tracts. lIJ4 Claude tries to formulate the 

idea of commitment, of receiving by giving. This ideation, of course, only 
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alienates Osmonde: in the middle of the conversation Claude glances at his 

watch. 

Tu ~s trop d'obligation~, p~pa ••• Se~ qu10n n'est qulun 
numero entre la fille-mere de la rue de llQuest et la para
lytique de l'avenue du Maine ••• si tu crois que clest 9a 
qui facilite les confidences••• Et puis, clest peut-~tre 
aussi que tu en recois trop de tout le monde ••• Clest pres
que ton metier. Ca me glace un peu.)5 

Eh bien, ~a ne va pas avoir llair gentiltdu tout, mais je 
tlavoue que l'idee d'epouser mame quelqu1un comme toi••• 
quelqu lun qui aurait une ~e come la tienne••• ya me 
ferait peur. Et alors, eI>ouser un I!J.ediocre ce serait en
core pire. La vie est effrayante.36 

A letter from Francis arrives, announcing l-lichel's imminent visit. 

Edm{e wants Claude to refuse the letter. saying hels not home or sick or 

something. Claude refuses. I1Tu mens ~ ta femme, pas aton concierge. II37 

The gap is widening. Claude is oblivious. She reproaches him again: 

"Encorel Claude, nous marchons sur la t~te. Mais si, moi, je consentais 

~ recevoir cet homme, ton devoir serait de tly opposer. 1I38 Claude tries to 

calm her with pious aspirations. 

Claude, tu eS'i,man mari, tu n I es pas un pretre.39 

Mon Dieu, tu raisonnes, tu fais des citations. Le devoirl 
Qu'es~ce que le devoir a a faire l~dedans? Aht ecoutel 
si c1etait tout de merne une comedie que tute joues a toi-

A , 40 meme, une espece de posel 

Suddenly Osmonde brings in Michel, at Edmee I s requestt The meeting 

.is unavoidably uncomfortable. Despite Claude's attempted distractions, 

Michel deftly suggests points in common betweeri him and Osmonde. The girl 

is fascinated with his descriptions, photographs, attitudes. Again Claude 

has to leave because of an appointment! 

11ichel and Edmee together, alone. Her worse fears are soon con .. 

firmed. l'1ichel stUl loves her. He accuses her of not having loved, of 
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taking the easy way, of confessing to Claude in order to hide herself behind 

his superficial shield of respectability. Michel is not as gentle in his 

denunciation as was Osmonde with her father. 

(: •• ) Mais enfin, si vous aviez eu un peu plus de cran et 
un peu moins de vertu, eh b~en, anous deux nous aurions 
peut-~tre pu avoir une vie.41 

He minces no liords in blaming her. She had suocumbed to the tyranny of an 

idea. She had betrayed her love. 

l1ichel leaves. Edm{e is greatly troubled. She begins to criticize 

Osmonde for her egotism, but finds the tables turned: 

Je Ie suis moins que toL. Tu ne mets ton coeur dans rien 
de ce que tu fais. Et il n'y a que ~a qui compte. Ce n'est 
pas le fait d'assister ~ des comitls, de diriger un ouvroir 
ou de tricoer ~SiC, tricoter1)des chaussettes qui prouve qu'on 
est bon. Tu n est pas bonne" tu n I est pas meilleure que moi. 
II n'y a quIa te regarder quand tu parles aun maladej tu ne 
souris j~ais. Toute la peine que tu te donnes c'est•••

' c'est•••42 

Claude finally returns and Edmee relates what Michel has said about her 

betraying her love. The second act closes with an exchange during which 

Claude finally realizes that he has failed as a husband, perhaps even as a 

minister. Edmee bluntly exposes his facade. 

EDMEE '" -- ••• Au fond, ce soir-l~, je ne t'ai pas parle comme 
a mon marie 

CLAUDE -- Edmeet 

'" EDMEE .- C'est la cause de tout. 5i tu avais ate mon mari, si 
tu m1avais aimee COIllDle on aime sa femme, avec le meilleur et 
le pire de soi ••• 

CLAUDE -- Le pire de soi1 

" ED~~ -- Tu sais bien que je ne t'aurais pas trahi. 


CLAUDE -- Tu n'est pas dans ton bon sens ••• 

~ 

EDMEE -- Ta voix sonne faux tout a 
, 

coup_ 
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CLAUDE -- La confiance que tu mlas temo~gnee••• 

EDMEE" -- La confiancet Plus on slaime, plus on se mefie••• 

CLAUDE -- Pour des coeurs comme les ndtres••• 

EDMEE -- Dlabord, ce pardon qui ne t'a rien cout~, tu n1avais 
pas Ie droit de mien accabler. 

CLAUDE Je n'avais pas Ie droit de te prote'ger contre toi
merne? 

~ ~ 
EDMEE -- Ce sont des mots. Tu etais juge et partie: ohf je 
ne veux pas dire qu tu mlaimais. Ne proteste pas••• mettons 
que tu mlairoais en Dieu ••• Non mais, d'abord, iL n'y avait 
pas que moL 

CLAUDE -- Le reste ne comptait, pas. 
... A

EDMEE -- Ton ascendant sur les ames? Allons, tu ne te rends 
pas justice en ce moment. Le scandale d lune rupture entre 
nous••• 

CLAUDE -- Ne serait retombe que sur toi. 

( " EDl.m'E -- Tu ne Ie crois pas serieusement... Et puis surtout 
••• surtout••• une occasion aussi merveilleuse de deployer 
tes dons evangeliques ••• 

CLAUDE, il s lest dresse', bl~e. -- Tais-toi. 


EElMEE -- Ahl tu vois clair. 


CLAUDE -- Tais-toi: tu me de'truis.43 

,

Claude's world has been shaken: IIle monde casse. 1I He must seek to 

either re-establish it or establish a new one. His nervous exhaustion 

prompts his mother to call FranciS for a che6~up. Claude asks Francis for 

his opinion regarding Edmee' s affair and Claude I s pardon. Francis answers 

frankly: ItJe crois encore aujourd'hui que ce que til. as fait la etait dans 

la ligne de ta vie. 1144 Slowly Claude recognizes the sincerity of this 

answer, but realizes that Francis, as a doctor, does not understand: 

lI1ais tu ne comprends donc pasl On a vecu des annaes sur 
une une [SiC] certaine idee de soi-meme, on a cru puiser 
de la force dans cette idee, et lIon slaper~oit qulon slest 
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peut-~tre indignement trop1pe.45 

peut-~tre. On n'en est mame pas stir••• Alors on ne sait 
plus, on est perdu••• Enfin mes pensees, mes paroles 
d'autrefois. tout cela devrait ~tre transparent pour moi, 
je devrais mly reconnaltre comme dan~ma propre maison••• 
Eh bien, non. la m'est impenetrable. 

Francis sees this as one of !Ices petits jeux tr~s protestants. u47 Claude 

only asks: "Francis. parle-moi en horome; pas en sp{cialiste. ,,48 

Edme'e has been thinking. Her denunciation has opened an abyss •. She 
.... ;I'

questions this sudden discoverY. uQuand ces especes d reclairs s rallument 
'\ . 

brusquement, il n t y a qu I a fermer les yeux. Il faut se faire creili. t a. soi

m~e.'t49 She thrO'tfs his accusation of delusion right back at him. Claude 

again admits his motivation: 

J t avais cru que ce pardon, etait un acte de charite: 11 acte 
d 'un 'chretien. Mouvement d\.~'Edmee. 5i j I ai simplement fui 
devant le scandale ou la solitude••• Et maintenant que tu 
mI as force a ouvrir les yeux, tu viensplaquer tes deux 
mains dessus pour que ce soit de nouveau la n~t. Mais que 
me ve~tu done! qu-est-ce que je ttai fAit?'O 

Edme'e asks only that he help;:;;her. But Claude counters: "Pas.i n I importe 

quel prix. Pas au prix d'un mensonge. Je ne peux pas. Je ne veux pas. 

!ill long silence. 1I51 Edmee re.emphasizes that they must face things square

ly, that they are not alone, that theyhhave sacrificed Nichel to their ego

ism and laziness. This last is too much for Claude,~;lhowever, and he rises 
.A ,

with one last professional stab: "Je veus ai tout de meme sauvees toutes 

les deux."52 It was ~ who prevented further adultery. It was he who had 

provided a home {llfoyer"} for Osmonde. But he is caUght in the void of 

"havingll; he had not loved••• 

Non, il y avait en toi une force intacte, tu l'as depenste 
avec moi comme avec une fille, mais ce n f etait pas de 11 amour, 
tu le sais bien. Et le reste, ton amour pour mon arne.•• La 
femme en ;uo~~ tu ne l' as pas satisfaite, tu ne l<!\as mE1me pas 
soupqonnee. 
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EdIna'e tests Claude further. She has seen Michel again and he has 

demanded to see Osmonde. IIJe ne veux pas qu'illa revoir. lI .54 Finally! 

But Claude gives no real reason for this abrupt about-face. It is deliber

ate, he admits as much. But this is the extent of his motivation. 

Before any further .imquiry can be made,t)however, Osmonde brings a 

letter written by Edm6'e to Megal: IIQu;!est-ce que c'est que cette fa~on de 

. " me prote'ger come 'W'l objet?1I55 Claude asks Edmee to leave. Osmonde claims 

that she .andz\Megal are in love. Finding no trace of PhYsical danger., 

Claude proceeds to ask what she expects from such a triangle. 

Jen'espere rien, je ne compte sur ri.enj j' ai besoin de 
voir· clair en moi. \; ~ J CI est ~gvoir ce que moi je trouve 
bien, ce que moi je trouve mal. 

She counters his challenge: 

Ce n 1 est pas de la vanite~ Pour la premiere, et probable
ment l'lmique fois de ma vie, un ~tre pense a moi sans 
m'associer a je ne sais quelle image de home {fiC t d'hommetl 
chritien et de pieuse nichee. 110i, j' ai besom de vivre . 
par mOi-meme i l'ide'e d' une existence sur rail me fait 
horreur. et je ne sais pas si c'est 'W'le inferiorite~ Dans 
une vie aussi plate que la n2tre. si on n'a pas la chance 
de croire•••57 . 

C'est ton immense privilege de n'avoir pas connu certaines 
tentations. (: ••) ~1ais cette su;periOrite m~e••• il me 
semble qu'elle entraine uneespeee de ranyon.58 

Osmonde has ech0e~ her mother's sentiments. Claude is at a loss to prevent 
Aher II chute. II IlTu peux tout empecher. D' abord en ayant confianee en moi. 

Ce secret, quei qulil soit, je veux le partager avec toi. lI .59 Oemonde's wish 

seems 'W'lattainable. He tells her he is not her father t Oemonde is taken 

back, but quickly regains her composure. She is readity to face life. She 

asks for details. Claude slips into his ideal world again, however: OSmOllde 

is only a child, to be loved and protected by her "parents." She must not 

judge her, mother, but live as if nothing had happened. Osmonde cannot live 
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such a lie. She catches herself in egotistical criticism, and repeats her 

wish to share life. Claude, blinded. by her apparent rejection of all tradi

tion and training, solicitous that she remain lIintact, II cannot fathom such 

a request. His system has failed him and he knows not where to turn. yet 

a certain ingrained attitude prevents him from adopting Osmonde ' s approach. 

He is clutching, not searching. As his world disintegrates, he scrambles 

to recoup, much like the land speculator who perceives an imminent marke:\i 

collapse and tries to grab up his outstanding securities. Osmonde embraces 

him and can only say "Pauvre papa che'rf. 1160 

Claude had turned to his mother during the original criSis. She 

comes again, but her attitude is strangely:' irrelevant. She persists in 

speaking of a possible promotion for Claude, reducing his moral confusion 

to idle thinking. After all, he has a job to do, a function. Claudecan

not stomach being treated as a utensil t ilLes larmes qu tu arais versees a 

l' id~e d I avoir un fils dans un bureau--comme si ce n I e'tait pas probablement 

tout ce qulil me fallaitl 1161 Continuing, in a vein strongly hinting of 

11arcel ' s childhood, Claude 'describes the pattern he was forced to fill, the 

mold he carelessly let himself be poured into, lila vie d lun grand chr~tien?~ 
II aurait fallu d f abord mener celle d 'un homme. et je ne 
suis pas un homme, je n J ai pas seulement su aiiner COlllIlle 
un hOlllllle -- hair comme un homme. 63 

Claude collapses and is taken to a mental hospital for treatment. The in

efficacy of institutionalized care is obvious. But he hashad time to re

flect. He had lied to Osmonde, fearing she would discover much that was 
, . 

humiliating for him. He had had to maintain a front, the only support she 

had--and this very ideal had caused her to fall instead of rise. 

He is still staunch in his determination that Osmonde must not see 
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Jf.lichel, despite Edme"e's pleas. l1egal comes in answer to a letter from 

Osmonde. Claude refuses to allow Osmonde to go lilith him. She threatens to 

run to liichel, giving Claude the choice: IIVa, rappelle-toi qui au fond on 
. 

ne gagne jamais grand' chose aretenir les gens malgre eux. 1164 This Claude 

has realized only too well: Edmee had recently asked for her liberty. 

Claude refuses to let her go to Michel. Osmonde exposes the utter artifi 

ciality of this reaction: 

r. ..] Voila un homme jeune, robuste, encha1ne' ~ une folle••. 
Il m'aime, et je llaime aussi. Entre lui et moi il nly a 
qu!une convention, un mensonge, dont nous ne sommes pas 
dupes ni. l'un ni. 11 autre. Si par pure 1:~chete je me derobe, 
il n'est pas difficile de deviner sur quelles consolations 
de'gradantes il se rabattra.b 5 

Claude continues, clutching, while Osmonde describes him: 

110n pauvre papa, tu me fais penser a ces gens de la pension 
d 'Evilard qui allaient regarder les Alpes tous les matins 'a. 
travers les vitres coloriees de la veranda... vu ainsi, le 
paysage leur paraissait bien plus beau, mais en m&ne temps 
Us regrettaient que ce ne fUt pas un effet naturel: ils 
discutaient l~-dessusa perte de vue, ils n'arrivaient ja
mais a se mettre d r accord avec eux-mSmes. Ttl es comme eux, 
tu ne sais pas ce que tu· pr~feres et tu te rends rnalheureux. 
La grande difference entre nous, vois-tu, crest que je 
n'arrive plus a prendre tout cela au serieux. C'est peut
~tre que j1ai trop entendu perorer autour de moi sur nos 
devoirs, sur notre dette envers . Dieu. Quand , on a entenduA .
parler de son ame tous les dimanches de dix a onze, sans c 
compter les pri~res quotidiennes••• Il y a certains mots, 
certaines idees••• je ne sais pas, il me semble quail fau
drait sentir une espece de frisson, une espece de vertige 
chaque foit qu10n les prononce devant vous. Eh bien, non I 
Ton sermon du dimanche, clest un peu comme les comptes de 
cuisine. Je crois que si ce n'etait pas une sorte de rou
tine m&e pour toi, si j'avais, eu pres de moi quelqulun qui 
v~cilt dans la terreur ou dans 1 I eblouissement. •• 14ais une ...
religion comme la tienne, en somme, ra ne change rien a 
rien. Clest une toile de fond, rien de plus. Du reste, le 66 
Bon Samaritain qui est la, il te ressemble, mais ~_ un pOint. 

The 11 0 rganization manll par excellence. Osmonde cannot remain: "Pour pou~ 

voir vivre ensemble il faut tout de m~e garder un minimwn dlillusion les 
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uns sur les autres. 1167 She cannot live in such a situation.68 Edmee is 

aghast that Claude should allO't-i her to leave. 

But Claude suddenly rebels: 

Maintenant, ecoute-moi, Edmee: clest probablement la derniere 
fois que j l aurai lloccasion de te faire conna1tre ma fa90n de 
(>enser, car je ne me soucierpas de te disputer plus longtemps 
a 1 rinteressant victime sur laquelle tu t I attendris depuis 
quelques jours. G••) Jlaurais scru:eule apriver plus lon§~emps 
ce mourant des bons soins que tu brUles de lui prodiguer. 

C.J Iv.1aintenant qu'elle nous quitte, il n l y a pas de raison 
pour que nous continuions 'a vivre ensemble. Tu as, paratt-il, 
de grands devoirs envers quelqw!.un d' autre. Tu pourras les 
remplir en conscience de'sormais. Quant l moi, il est probable 
que je quitterai le pastorat.70 

Claude questions his faith, his love for Edmee during the first years of his 

marriage. He momentarily contemplates suicide. "Etre connu tel qu Ion est 

••• ou alors dormir. 1I71 Suddenly a neighbor brings her son to congratulate 

them on their anniversary. Ironically, the facade is quickly raised. Ap

pearances must be maintained. Claude and Edmte graciously accept the good 

wishes; they chat as if all were liell. After the neighbor leaves Edmee 

sighs: "Voil?a.••• voila pour qui il va falloir vivre 1. present. 1I72 Claude 

is lost in thought: "Etre connu tel qu'on est••• n73 

The denouement is disconcerting. It is probably fairest to 11arcel, 

and least likely to equate his approach and attitude with that of Jean-Paul 

Sartre, if ..16 agree with Chenu in evaluating the drama: 

Peut-~tre est-ce surtout par toutes ces pi~ces qui semblaient, 
sombrces et desesperees, ne jamais apporter de solutions, que 
G Harcel a su se frayer une route: il a ainsi jalonne" la 
piste et repere'les obstacles a eviter.74 

Exactly what are these obstacles1 Each interpretor has emphasized one or 

another. l".larcel himself, even ~orty years after, ..Tas barely able to formu

late ~ sort of judgment concerning Claude's reactions: 
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(:.. J Claude I s forgiving his wife was an act which had real 
meaning and value only at the time it ,(fas performed, aside 
from all the questions that might later be raised about it. 
Furthermore, is it no~ only useless but even wrong to ques
tion, twenty years after the event, the motives of an act 
which is so far removed tram both husband and wife?75 

Francis had said as much when he first mentioned Michells designs.76 Claude 

had tried to reduce the situation to a problem, a problem with a definite 

solution provided questions were placed correctly and directly. His own 

marriage was but another IIcase to analyze.,,77 

In 1925, three years after 1-11'iting Un Homme de Dieu, ltIarcel had 

noted an entry in the Journal Metaphysique which capsulated this theme: 

Decouvert ce mat1n une articulation capitale. Les ques
tions auxquelles je puis repondre sont exclusivement celles 
qui portent sur un renseignement que je suis susceptible de 
donner (f~t-ce sur moi-meme). Ex.: quelle est la c~pitale 
de l'Afghanistan? aimez-vous les haricots? Mais plus il 
slagit de ce que ·je suis comme total1te (et non de ce que 
j I ai) plus la reponse et la question m$me perdent toute 
signification; Rgr ex.: ~tes-vous vertueux? mGme: ~tes
vous courageux. '( 

Again the distinction betwee~ being and having. 

Claude was applying intellectual techniques to being, mystery, pres

ence. The call to a Utoi \I had been crushed by the objectivized judgment 

concerning a IIlui. II Two other texts from the Journal l1etaph.ysique help to 

better describe the IIto1.11 

Au fond cependant, toi, c'est plus essentiellement ce qui 
peut ~tre in:lQquee par moi que ce qui est juge capable de 
me re'pondre. '(9 

...
Le toi est a l'invocation cs que l'objet est au jugementi 
il ne peut -E;tre degage'de ce qu Ion doit considerer comme 
sa fonction sans cesser d'~tre toi. 80 

Claude was trying to extricate himself from a situation and determine its 

significance from the outside. "Etre con..Tl.u tel qulon est••• " He was 

looking for answers, not necessarilY the truth.81 He clung tenaciouslY to 
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a system which was no longer valid.82 Was it ever? Osmonde obviously does 

not thi:ok so. Sottiaux thinks she is the llwinner.,;83 But this does not 

seem to be Marcel's intent. 

The drama began as an investigation, phenomenological in nature, of 

a man devoid of real per~Qnality. Sartre would have deserted him.
84 

Albert 

Camus would have exalted him.85 But lvI.arcel only presents him in situation, 
" 

86permitting the readers to grasp the truth present. The questions Claude 

asks are only a rephraSing of the central question: "What am I? II Only God 

could answer the question as Claude asked it. But Claude cannot wait. He 

·chooses to resurrect the system, to betray the Iltoi.11 As Marcel says, 

In the final scene--the one I like best, perhaps, both Claude 
and EdDIee come to acknowledge that they no longer know if they 
really loved each other, or what their love was like, or-what 
had caused it. For one brief moment Claude is tempted to com
mit suicide. But no, he must not forget that good peOplei-lho 
in no ivay suspect what he is going through and naively look 
upon him as a sain;.;, need him, and, in"fact, he has been and 
will continue to be of real service to them. This, however, is 
only a sort of pragmatic consolation with vrhich the man of God 
he is--despite everything--cannot be entirely satisfied. The 
only recourse left to him is prayer, the calling upon Him who 
knows !E:!!! ~ he 1§" wnue he himself, groping his way through 
life" has always misjudged himself or seen himself as he is 
not.o7 

Sottiaux is not as considerate. 

LJimpression finale de cette J>iece est res pelu.ble: Ie drame 
est sans solution. Pour Edmee, la vie va recommencer dans la 
meme grisaille; pour Claude, clest different: il a acquis la 
conscience douloureuse de I' echec profond' de sa vie: guide 
eclaire des ames par sa profeSsion, il n I a rien cOl1lpris aux 
probl?mJ.es des ~tres qui partageaient sa vie. Le sursaut vio
lent de lucidite' qulil vient de conna1tre ne lui est pas na
turel, Osmonde Ie lui a bien dit. Pourtant la cb.rte' est faite: 
il se connait tel qu'il est. Hais devant lui s'etale, visible 
maintenant et dOuloureuggment conscient, Ie pitoyable bilan 
de sa pauvre existence. 

Concluding, there arises that ever persistent question of the 

Thomist and scholastic philosopher: vJhat is the positive yield? The 
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question reflects a scientific orientation, is pregnant with technical over

tones. 
~ 

This drama at least proves that even a satisfYing answer to such a 

question is not the whole, that objective truth is measured by the subject 

as well as the object, that in situation man lives and in situation man 

mows trutp:.89 Furthermore, man must not approach 1'!eali ty, be itself, 

others, or god, v~th preconceived categories. Rather, it is a question of 

availability; that is, not bullibility, but fullness, honest openness to 

the reality in which he is immersed. "I believe••• "; not "I believe that 

•••" "I hope in you for us ll ; not "I hope that••• " 

Finally, fidelity is not directed at an idea, a thing, even a him. 

It is rooted in the other, not as other, but as thou',-; This thou is not an 

idea. For the idea of thou implies no contradiction in the possibility of,- . 

e.g., more than one person within one being, or the simultaneity of past, 

present, and future time. The ~ of thou is susceptible of rational 

an~sist of being structur~ defined,. of being scientific~ determined. 

The ~ of thou can be reconstructed-t~ can be constructed. Thus, the thou 

is a presence, unfortunately admitting of ideated distortion by an~sis 

and antiCipation. And these techniques must be avoided in order to pre

serve this presence. The past doubtlessly influences the present--this is 

the basis for development. But the past is not the present. Past failure 

or success does not imply present success or failure. The future also in

fluences the present--without motivation, action would cease.90 But to 

think the present as future is laziness; to try to manipulate the future in 

the present is egoism, that is. playing God. Jvlan can only determine \vhat 

he himself causes. And ~mat he determines is not itself any longer, but 

connotes him. 
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Thus, Claude's fidelity must include a recognition of Edmee as a 

person, soul ~ body; it must include a recognition of Osmonde as a person, 

a life. implying ~ ~ motum habere91 ; it must include a self-denying love 

which alone can create a self: "Give and you shall receive." 

Bien p1ust nous d{ce1ons'le point de depart de ces deve1oppe
ments ulte'rieurs qui viseront a. faire prendre ~ l'homme con
science de sa condition d'~tre Situe, et a definir 1a meta
physique comme l'exp1oration par l'interieUr de sa position 
dans des ensembles qui 1e transcendent, et finalement dans 
l'ens~b1e cosmique: me~aphYsique qui est aus~~. comme toutes 
1es metaphYSiques, une ethique, car elle vise a trouver 
l' adaptation 1a meilleure a. notre condition. "Le metaphYSi
cien est semb1ab1e a un malade qui rechercher une mei11eure 
pdsition. II I1 ne s I agira donc plus de construire et de de
duire. La pensee m6taphysique doit subir une conversion: 
elle doit tourner 1e dos a1a pens{e scientifique objective 
pour proceder ,8. un lIec1arlement ll de notre existence, lorsque 
nous aurons t par 1a reflexion, ',Iretabli dans sa continuite 
1e tissu "?-vant qu 1une, analyse im\,rudent avait disjoint. II 
Elle se detourne par 1a des prob1emes pour toucher au 
myst~re.92 
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INTERVENING DEVELOPl-1ENTS 

140n Temps n1est pas le V$tre and Croissez et Multipliez were both 

published in 19.5.5. The thirty years since the publication of Un Homme de 

~ had witnessed both cataclysmic changes in Europe and a consequent 

proliferation of tritings from Gabriel l'-larcel. France, even today, has 

not fully recovered from the terrible losses she suffered from the Second 

\vorld War. This is to say nothing of the deeper spiritual and psychological 

inflictions conseq~ent upon·the rise of materialistic and atheistic commun

ism, totalitari~ fascism and Nazism. existentialism, nihilism, pessimism, 

and the philosophy of the absurd. Human existence is being challenged on 

every plane. Paradoxically, as v.aried as these threats are, human existence 

is their common object. 

The idealism of the nineteenth century had spawned political systems 

which seek to crush the individual into IImass society. II The Hegelian 

Absolute is to be realized through science and technology. The sociologism 

of Comte is but the forerunner of Freudian psychology, Det.;ey~ pragmatism, 

and Wbiteheadts philosophy of process (in its most technical aspects). 

Techniques are being applied in every realm. The contemporary emphasis on 

methodology rather than content in education reflects this trend. 

Such depersonalization naturally has nourished a contrary movement-

existentialism. In its extreme forms, it has fathered degradation similar 

to that of technology. Men caught in the death throes of mechanical society 

see no appeal. no help but the idealistic systems of the nineteenth century. 
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Thus, the negative philosophies of Sartre and Camus, of men who see value 

only in choosing value, of men 'Who ridicule tradition (sometimes justifiably, 

but never mercifully), of men condemned to an existence ldthout value, to a 

freedom llithout a choice, to a death ldthout an afterlife. 

This same period also lJitnessed a deepening of attitude and conVic

tion in the life and philosophy of Gabriel Marcel. Undoubtedly the most 

significant event was his conversion to Catholicism in 1929, follol'ri.ng the 

. long speculative analysis of faith recorded in his diary. Parts of his 

journal were published in 1927 (as the Journal Me'taphysigue) and again in 

1935 (in Etre et Avoir). 

The insights contained in this latter volume were given expression 

in Le 1l9nde Casse.1 As Chenu pOints out, the dramatic approach has here 

changed. The progressive realization of an artificial existence yields to 

the development of a situation, itself antithetical in character. The real

ization of the basic human condition nOl9' serves as the milieu for further 

considerati:ons. 

Christiane, though in lov.e with Jacques, had married Laurent, when 

Jacques retired to a monastery. She soon finds that her marriage--to give 

happiness to Laurent who loved her--was a mistake. News of Jacques' death 

is accompanied by some intimate letters in tibich Jacques reveals that he 

was in love with Christiane. He holds himself responsible for her tragic 

existence, but begs her not to succumb to lithe broken world. II She at first 

rebels, but slOtvly the communion in the inVisible world makes itself felt. 

She tells Laurent the truth. He is at first shaken, but soon himself exper

iences participation in this communion. 

The pl~ ends abruptly with this deux-ex-machinistic realization, 
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having expressed the conclusions reached at the end of our first chapter: 

man is in the world, being is a mystery. lvIarcel himself elaborates on these 

." ..in an appended meditation: Positions et approches concretes du aystere 

ontologique~2 This ontological mystery is the light, the positive tone 

characterizing the four plays vlritten between 1936 and 1938.3 

r. .J dans Ie "Fanal II la dialectique en vertu de laquelle 
l'absence devient une presence par la mediation de la fidel
itS. La mort, en dissolvant l'8tre physique, fait tomber 
toutes les barrieres~ toutes les d~fenses et tous les regards 
charges de jugement.~ 

In Le Chemin de cr~te, Ariane Leprieur1s behavior toward her hus

band, his lover, and their child appears to be motivated bY(lmagnanimity and 

sacrifice. Or is her kindness only part of a scheme to win back her wan

dering husband? Is the publication of her manuscript pride or conversion? 

Claude Lemoyne had only discovered his inauthenticity; perhaps Ariane had 

perceived the light of the ontological mystery--the antithesis. 

Eustache Soreau (in Le Dard) conscientiously espouses the class 

ideology as did Claude; but he is continually troubled by a bad conscience, 

irritated even more by Gertrude Heuzard, lIDO accuses him of having betrayed 

himself by marrying into a bourgeois family. He is continually confronted 

by a young German, Werner Schnee, who refuses to join the party, who insists 

he intends to remain a man; he refused an opportunity to return to Germany, 

even though his wife l~ts to go back. Eustache, ever conscious of avoiding 

party treason, betrays Werner and tells his wife. She is furious and 

accepts the offer. Werner gives her money, then follOi'18, without the trai

torous passport. He knows he will be arrested, but is thankful for the 

grace to be able to ehlp relieve the suffering of fellow prisoners. Again 

the antithesis--Eustache pledged to an idea, Werner devoted to people. 
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At the end of La Soif t Arnaud, "a devout_ Christian, in whom the 

spirit of a child still lives," meditates before his sleeping father. The 

old man always seems to be speaking "to a gallery, II in a dogmatic and pom

pous way. 

It-wonrt be long now before all these sentences he has been 
delighting in will be lost in silence. This affectation he 
takes so seriously will fall frqm him. He will remain here 
alone, lveak and defenceless, like a child overcome by sleep 
and still clasping his toy to his breast. When in the pres
ence of the living man who rants and- raves5t if only we could 
imagine him lying cold in death tomorrow. 

Eaithful to the existentialist trend, Marcel began supplementing 

his dramatic presentation with phenomenological essays. Presented in no 

systematic order, these essays on various topics have been groupe±~into col

lections, entitled according to the main lines of thought contained therein. 

Four such collections have been published:Du refus a lrinvocation (1940), 

an articulation of a t~concrete philosophyV ; Homo Viator (1945), a Prolego

""" ,,'menes a une metaphysigue d2 lresperance, as lvell as essays concerning 

fidelity, value, Sartre, Camu, and Rainer 14aria Rilkei Les homes contre 

llhUlllain (1951), the m.odern philosopher and technology'; and Le deelin de la 

sagesse (1'9..54), wisdom in an age of technique. 

Maroel grew in popularity and renown during this period as well. 

So much so that he was invited to deliver the Gifford Lectures at Aberdeen 

in 1949~50. .Everyone expected that finally a systematic presentation of the 

Itconcrete philosophy,1f the metaphysics of mystery of Gabriel Narcel would 

be had. But his lectures proved true to the man: phenomenological in ap

proach, an appeal to the reader to understand for himself rather than a dog

matic presentation. 

The tenth lecture of this series, npresence as a Mystery,,,6 best 
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summarizes J:.1arcel l s notion of hUlllan dignityt and with i tsemphasis on son-

ship in a way explains his constant use of family situations in his drfIUatic 

works. Tod~ the notion of fathe~hood and sonship are being rejected. 

Sartre has best expressed this in his claim that man must choose himself as 

the son of, X. It is most vulgarly reflected in the practice of artij;icial 

insemin~tion. This is not to equate fatherhood lvith biological paternity, 

however: fatherhood is ~ a spiritual act, a "creative vow." Further

more, there is no radical distinction between biological fatherhood and 

adoption. 

On the contraryt we ought to maintain that in normal circUlll
stances the separation of theFtwo kinds of fatherhood is 
something that cz)Ught not be brought about, and even ought not 
to be able to brought about.7 , 

This is the essence of incarnation, the spirit constituting itself effec

tively as spirit only on condition of becoming flesh. It is precisely this . 
incarnation, the human conditi~n, which gives us an intense feeling of in

security and strangeness, which can only 'be felt from within its own depths. 

The observer may elaborate problems, but, as observer, can never fathom the 

mystery of thif? exigency. 

Thus, at last a precise notion of one of the essential notes of the 

type of philosophy Marcel is illustrating: it is an appeal to the reader, 

a sort of call upon his inner resources. It is not composed of dogmatic 

solutions valid for "anybody at ali. II liThe greatness of philosophy, though 

it will seem to most people the disappoing side of philosophy, is just this 

impossibility of regarding it as a dis"9ipline which can be acquired. ,,8 This 
• • - * ' 

philosophy IIoperates II by t-lay ,of an intuition which is possessed without 

really being known as possessed, a non-objective insight of the presence as 

completely unprotected, seemingly utterly in our power. And precisely as 



unprotected, this presence is also invulnerable and sacred. It is in the 

essential something ~ that remains when the important organization crmn

bles. 

The believer realizes that the essential is salvation: the philos

opher, animated by the spirit of truth, conceives of this thorugh a philos

ophy of intersubjE;lctivity in relation to man's basic eschatological posi

tion. 9 

So, the philosophy still requires articulation in the drama to ex

press its full depth, for it is in intersubjective dialogue that man at

taines truth. This finds expression in direct diSCUSSion of topical issues. 

The characters in the play now talk a.bout their problems directly', working 

out the details together. This requires absolute sincerity and absolute 

goodness--the lack of either creates the criSis, the antithesis'~ 



CROISSEZ ET MULTIPLIEZ 

Both Croissez et Multipliez ~ Mon Temps nles~ Eas Ie v8tre can be 

considered as elaborations of themes contained in Un Homme de Diau, with 

the added dimension of presence, of course. The crisis of the latter 

evolves from the conflict of generations, a continuation of Claude's misun

derstanding Osmonde. Croissez et Multipliez reflects the contrary parallel 

of Claude's love for Edmee: Agnes feels she is no more than a "baby fac

tOry.n 10 

The situation is deceptively Simple.11 Agnes Coureuil, a YOWlg 

mother of five overwhelmed with the labor of motherhood, questions her hus

band I S love and dreams of a former lo,ver f who returns to confess his be

trayal. Superficially, the plot is in the Ian Fleming and ErIe Stanley 

Garnder tradition: basic structure of standard characters with slight 

variation for amusement and entertainment. But, in contrast to Un Homme de 

~, varied notions. are precisioned by the characters : Agnes Courteuil and 

her sister, Corinne, present the laborious side of,married life, and con

trast with Chantal I s idealistic interpretation. Petitpaul is the incarna

tion of advice, Brooo elaborates on the religious vocation. Thllerry, in 

typicalLfashion, is the slow-to-comprehend husband. But the characters must 

not be identified 1iith these ideas completely, rather the antithesis of the 

situation is supported by the antinomies in each character. 

Two preliminary remarks seem necessary for a clearer Wlderstanding 

of Agnes~ personality. First, the family situation employed to represent 
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the human condition in all its intersubjective reciprocity closelY resembles 

the machinations of Madame de La Fayette's La Princesse de Cl~ves.12 Mo~ 

sieur and Madame Lemage de Pierrefort have two daughters, Corinne and Agnes. 

Hadame1s sister, Madame de Lieure, IItante Fanny,1I has a son, Brurio. and a 
. 

daughter, Chantal. Chantal has married Guillaume Forge, Bruno t s friend who 

actually loves Corinne. Agnes loved Bruno, but had married Thierry after 

Bruno had retired to a monastery because of a fear of homosexual attachment 

. to Guillaume. Secondly, Marcel says, in his Postface: 

G•.J ce probl~me e~t pose aux consciences par 1 t attitude 
rigide qu'adopte l'Eglise catholique en ce qui concerne 
les relations conjugales regardees Ear elle comme ordonnees 
"a une fin unique: la procreation.1 j 

Thus the presence of abbe Petitpaul; the change from Protestantism to 

Catholicism as the family religion concurs with the author's own religious 

conviction and search for clarity. 

Again the very setting reflects the tragic figure I s psychology: 

lIun grand salon tr~s encombre. ,,14 Two noticeable changes in approach are, 

of course, the positive role taken by the tragic figure, Agnes, and the 

presupposition of a situation. The principle psychology is still directlY 

presented, but through dialogue rather than description. Agnes reveals 

herself by talking to the other characters. 

When::~'her children's mistress complains of their misbehavior, she 

replies: liCe sont des enfants CODUne les autres. Insupportables: tous les 

enfants so~t insupportables. 1115 She tells Corinne why she wants to remain 

undisturbed in her piano playing: "tu comprends quand je suis ici, quand 

je me replonge un peu dans ce que jiaime pour oublier ce bagne. 1I16 She is 

pregnant again. tlpa fera six naissance en six ans,nous battons les rec

ords. n17 But she quickly defends Thierry when Corinne tries to blame him. 
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Thierry rejoices in having children: it is not egoism, hm-l~ver; he 

is intelligent II~ sa mani~re. II 

8i Thierry est egQ.ist~, qui ne llest pas? Lui n'est pas'per
sonnel, comprends-tu? ):'1oi, je le suis miD:e fois plus que 
lui. J I ai besoin d I avoir un petit d0lUaine a moi toute seUle 
Oll personne ne puisse venir me dei-anger. CI est just~ent ce 
qulil ne comprend pas, parce qulil nlest pas ainsi.1~ 

~ a child himself, Thierry treats her like a child. Agnes makes an al

lusion to the rise of feminism and its concomitant effect on some husbands: 

"l-1ais Thi erry c' est juste le contraire, c I est le plus normal des hommes. 111 9 

Thierry n'est pas un homme-femme, clest un homme-maman,-
un hOIlll1le-nounou. n est patient, expert, vigilant. Il 
adore langer les petits, les mettre sur le pot, les tor
cher. Au d'but je trouvais 9a attendrissant, maintenant 
9a mlexaspere. 20 

Agnes I mother, Nadame Lemage de Pierrefort, is the reincarnation of 

Madame Lemoyne: she pontificates about how her husband is publishing his 

memoirs despite the scandal she sees it "nll cause; how her sister is call 

ing for her son, Bruno, 0ut of remorse for denouncing his entrance into the 

monastery; how she had foreseen all the tribulations Agnes 'l'ras suffering 

the moment Thierry appeared ati:the marriage bed IIdans 11 e'tat d'innocence o'u 

les jeunes, de mon temps,--car aujourd1hui n'en parlons pas--parvenaient au 

mariage. 1I 

,." . '" .,Les seules annees agreables de ma vie conJugale ont ete 
celles ofi Paul-Emile a entretenu des relations intimes 
avec cette Italienne qui etait avec nous aTirana. 21 

Corinne agrees--though she is unmarried--but Agnes is visibly sha

ken. It is not that Thierry makes love "comme on tette. u22 

A present cette casuistique pour alcS've. bien pensante 
sous le contrale d'un binoclard ensoutaneme donne la 
chair de poule. G • ;] 
Moi je pense que ce qu Ion appelle lloeuvre de chair, pour 
l' accomplir decemment, il faudrait peut-~tre garder le 
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sentiment qu I elle est un pe'che. Nais quand j I ai dit ya 'a 
Thierry il a pousse'des clameurs et m' a traitee de J ansen
iste. L'amour tel qu'il Ie compren~. clest une facon de 
collaborer au travail du bon Dieu. l ..•l 

Au fond, c'est peut-Stre adro.i~able. II mlest arrive'de Ie 
regarder dormir apres, il resyirait doucement comme un en
fant, I' air si heureux, si detelldu••• Mais moi, je pensais 
am: nause'es qui aliaient venir quelques semaines plus tard, 
aux rancoeurs dont on ne peut pas se defendre, a. toute cette 
espece de chimie repugnante. Lui ne voit rien, ne se repre
sent rien. Quand on dif. grossesse il pense gestation. Un 
mys~e d I amour digne d I gtre chante par les poetes _ C ' est 
une e~p~ce de malentendu atroce qu'on ne peut m~e pas cher
cher a dissiper; et d'ailleurs sans ce malentendu il est 
~obable que la vie slarr~terait. Du reste ce serBit peut
etre beaucoup mieux. 23 

Corinne mentions an intern-friend of hers 'Who condemns procreation and b6iifj, 

gins to elaborate on his scheme, but Agnes ignores her. Monsieur Lemage de 

Pierrefort enters, and Agnes and Corinne slip out quietly. Madame begins 

another harangue about his forthcoming book and Thierry's shameful behavior, 

but he bluntly turns her off: "Nais ce que je vous dirai, moi, clest que 

vous Stes aujourd Ihui comme hier et plus que jamais une abominable emmer

deuse. ,,24 Madame mutters something about his reading Sartre and leaves. 

Agnes returns to talk ldth her father. She reassures him that 

Thlierry i~ not deliberately mistreating her••• "ra la vie. II But 
,

La vie qui bourgeonne en nous obstinement, stupidement, 
ignoblement, la vie qui fabrique une tumeur comme elle 
fabrique un petit enfant. avec la meme apPli~ation, la 
m~me tenacite' imbe'cile. u Je de"teste la vie. ::> 

A tel~phone call from abbePetitpaul interrupts the conversation. Thierry 

had again consulted himl 

Chantal bursts in just as Agnes hangs up_ She starts to discuss the 

expected child. but Agnes stops "tous ces bavardages. 1I But 't'mat irks her 

most is IIl'impudeur des croyants et celle des pr~tres>26 Thierry communi

cates daily and feels she should do likewise. Yet he does not force her to 
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comply. Abbe Petitpaul is coU?selin~ him though--and here is another de

parture from the theme of Un Homme de Dieu. The emphasis is shifted from 

the dogmatic system itself to the perpetrator of such a system. His mixture 

of infantilism and dogmatic infatuations answers nothing. He treats them 

like boy scouts, reading them the handbook of married lifers Do's and DOl'lt~. 

Ce sont des enfants sages qui ont surement merite' le tab
leau d I honneur 0U m~e la croix, mais Us pretendent con
naitre le fin mot de toutes choses. G.~: 

Est-ce que le catholicisme dispense de conna!tre ce dont 
on parle? G.•] 

~ 

Les gens d'Eglise ne comprennent rien. S'll pouvait y 
avoir des pretres femmes,--mais je suppose que c'est 
absurde. 27 

The antithesis in Agnes' character is bec~g increasinglY more 

evident. Maternity has become a burden for her. But she loves Thierry, 

But he is being counselled by Petitpaul. But Petitpaul knows nothing of 

married life. A final, block is added to the paradox 'tolhen Agnes remarks 

about Chantal's prospective adoption: IITant mieux, cherie. Vous avez bien 

raison, une maison sans enfant ce n I est pas une vraie maison. 1I28 But wen 

the question of the care of her own children comes up, she says Thierry will 

arrange everything for them. She e.xpl-ains her begrudging attitude: "Disons 

m~e que clest une :immense qualite quand tout va bien. }iais quand tout est 

remis en question••• 1129 Chantal thinks Agnes is leading a .i'ull life, but 

only "parce que tu mienvies, et envier quelqulun crest le plus s~ moyen de 

ne pas le comprehd..ne'~d.tJO OnlY Agnes can live he;r life. OnlY she can knovT 

l'lhat it is like. But Bruno is Coming backl Chantal says he hasn1tchanged, 

but she still doesn't know why he entered the monastery. Agnes replies: 

Tu dis cela comme sril stagissait d'une vie dechue, moins 
reelle que la notre. Eh bien, moi, je penserais plutSt le 
contraire. Moi qui ne lis rien. 11 autre jour j'ai :entrouvert 
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les oeuvres de Rimbaud aqui je ne comprends rien, et je 
suis tombee sur cette phrase que je me suis repetee bien 
souvent depuis: n~f vraie vie est absente••• 11 La vraie 
vie est absente.... ' 

She feels that Bruno holds the real meaning of life for her. She plays the 

piano: 

Clest tout de m~e llttEfralement vrai, tu sais, que troiS 
mesures peuvent nous' transporter dans un autre monde au i1 
n Iy a plus -ni ennuis domestiques, ni servitude conjugale, 
-plus de disputes, de comptes a regler et de vegetations a 
enlever. •• Pourtant ce monde-Ie. ce n I est pas la~::mort, c I est 
la perfection.32 

Her.mother return~--for comic relief only, for she continues speak

ing irrelevancies. Thierry follows shortly. He has invited Petitpaul for 

dinner. Agnes demands he cancel the engagement. Thierry balks: "Tu nlas 

pas encore compris ce qu I il a et: pour moi en captivite. Je Ie considere 

comme rna ·conscience.,,33 But Agnes cannot tolgerate his interference in 

their married life. Suddenly she sees Bruno who has just .entered. He 

doesn', t recognize her. She runs to him: 

Bien sarl Laissez-moi vous dire. Vous ~tes pour moi l'image 
de la vraie vie, celle qui est absente. Clest vous que j1at
tendais. Votre m~re a echapp' pour cette fois a.la mort. 
Elle va ~edevenir l'Stre dur et borne qui a rompu avec vous 
parce que vous avez refuse ce qu10n appelle la vie.l,),la vie~-; 
que je deteste••• l'1ais moi, je suis de votre bord.)"!' 

Bruno has arrived. But Agnes will only be able to speak with him 

on three separate occasions, and then onlyi.:briefiy. Concurrently, the 

family situation complicates considerably. Agnes herself becomes more 

"absent. I, She is unmoved by the presence of the new governness, Yolande, 

who is enaTJl(:>ured of Thierry (-tiho had almost married her before). She is 

cold to Thierryls letter forgiving her rudeness as fatigue. Chantal 

laments Guillaume I s not wanting to have children; this is 'Why she has 

decided to adopt a child, in hopes of simplifYing the situation. Agnes 
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cautions: 

Un ~tre qui fabri'lue de la complication autour de lui trou
vera tourjours moyen d'en fabriquer dans n'importe quelle cir
constance; mais en revanche pour quelqu 'un de simple comme 
Thierry il n'y aura jamais que des situations simples, des 
rapports eVidents.J5 

But Agnes fails to see the full implications of her own words. Yes, Thierry 

is almost a saint: he has always guarded the Vitality of the anim~. But 

Bruno is the true saint: he has chosen lila chastete
." 

absolue." 

nAunt Fannyll is still not reconciled with her son t Bruno. She still 

cannot fathom a religious vocation: Agnes doesn't appreciate l'abbe(Petit

paul. But he is a professionalt His eyes do not entertain the light, the 

"1umiere qui Vient d 'ailleurs." Madame de Lieure is a bit apprehensive and 

asks Chantal to explain things to Agnes. She leaves. 

It seems that Bruno entered the monastery just after his brother's 

death--robbing his mother of all consolation. But he is a saintt Not quite. 

for his mother believes that a saint should Smile, be happy, even carrying 

the cross. Bruno is too preoccupied with misery. 

Agnes remains adamant. She waits for Bruno to hear her confession; 

but she is not seeking forgiveness so much as understanding and illumina

tion. This is not a mirage for her. 

Quand une melodie que j1entends 'pour la premiere fois prend 
aussitSt pour moi figure de re(velation, on pretendra aussi 
que c 'est un mirage. Mais alors seuls les mirages sont reels; 
hors.des mirages il n'y a qu'un monde ~ tout se reduit a de 
la comptabilitef' le monde des contrats et des contr81es qui 
est aussi celui des deceptions sans recours, mais tu le sais 
bien, voyonsl toi-m&e tu etouffes dans ce mOI)de ia t et 
pourtant tu n1as pas le courage de la renier.Jo 

Agnes perceives mystery and presence, but she still wants external verifi

cation. The light is shining, but it is still ineffable. 

" 

Bruno begins as harshly as did Michel Sandier. He declines to use 
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the familiar form in conversation. In hopes of forestalling a~ sentimen

tal1ty, he demands that she avoid any nostalgia for misused childhood oppor

tunities: 

Fe1ndre de remonter Ie cours du temps, de nous replacer en 
..;deya des engagements absolus que nous avons contractes vous 

et moi, c'est fuira la fois la ~e et la verite(pour cher
cher asile dans une espece de the~re ou nos paroles nl,auront 
plus aucun poids. J7 

Nor does he want her to belabor her physical trials. 

But unl\ike Edmee, Agnes has perceived a spark of truth and she is 

not to be calmed easily. This is not just another marriage case. She 

A A "appeals to Bruno as he is: "un etre unique et irremplayable, brUle par une 

fi~vre, tenallltpar une ang~issef car sans cette fievre ou cette angoisse, 

vous n'auriez pas revetu cette robe qui vous expose ~ toutes les curiositts, 
" 

"' , .... ":18pas seulement, certes, a la veneration.It..l She wants to know why Bruno has 

chosen the religious life, whY his mother and sister have abandoned him. 

Bruno explains that after his brother I s death, the family looked to him to 

carryon the name and had arranged a marriage for him. But the girl died. 

But why did he then enter the monastery? IIJl ai agi en pleine liber
, , " ,

te, mais a la suite d'une epreuve interieure dont je n'ai oamais parle a 

personne. IIJ9 Agnes must know this secret, not out of some impure curiosity. 

For Bruno is unlike other monks, few of whom remain faithful to their vow 

of chastity. Bruno shouts IIcalumnyt r 

Agnes is not questioning Bruno as a professional, as an "homme 

raisonnable. 1I "Vous ne voyez pas que je cherche eperdument un t~lOin veri

table de I' autre vie, celIe qui est absente. II II (;. J je mra.cWesse ~ un 

vivant qui a triompht'de la chair, j 'interroge ~ette chastete' absolue que 

je crois voir briller dans votre regard. ,,40 
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Bruno explains that Christ has commanded: nCroissez et multipliez. 1I 

No, Agnes questions Brunots absolute chastity. Bruno continues: 

. Vous ~tes la femme de Thierry, vous avez mis cinqL·,enfants 
au monde, vous avez accompli les commandements. • •• 

~.J sans doute n 'y a-t-il rien de plus impur au monde que 
cette hantise de la purete, cette obsession qui vous habite. 
sa; la purete' est possible ce n I, est peut:..gtre qu I 'B. travers 
une impuret{ qui se connatt, qui sleprouve et s'humilie de
vant l'inaccessible perfection. Notre seule maniere d1y 
participer, c'est de nous abimer devant elle et de l'adorer, 
car elle n'a pas de commune mesure avec notre ~tre, notre 
non-~tre. Aspirir ~ la purete'dont vous Sfoyez avoir la 
nostalgie, clest pretendre, c'est mentir. 

Agnes is searching for a technique, a method to a presence. She wants con

firmation of a mystery only she can witness. To put it in banal terms t she 

has all the pieces and only has to put them together. She has perceived 

that only she can know her O~ln life. She has perceived a light of meaning 

beyond the conflict of everyday existence--a positive counterpart to her 

music. She has perceived that this situation cannot be clinically analyzed, 

but is the lIobject" of a testimony, an appeal to be answered. But he has 

not seen her own role. ' 

While she reflects, Madame de Lieure brings news that Guillaume has 

demanded a divorce--the adoption furnishing grounds for incompatibility. 

Actually, Corinne is his mistress. Furthermore, Madame Lemage de Pierrefort 

suspects Corinne is a Lesbian and Madame de Lieure adds that this is con

sonant with Guillaume's designs. But Chantal loves Guillaume and will not 

take the shock lightly. Bruno must face GUillaume wiit.h his responsabili

1I42tiest Bruno balks: "Il n 'y a plus aucune intimiteentre nous. 

Later Madame de Lieure muses about the miscalculations of her 

family: Chantal and Guillaume lIould never be happy married, Bruno refused 

to have confidence in his mother. She also tells Agnes about Bruno's close 
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friendship with Guillaume. Agnes also learns that Yolande has left and the 

children are without supervision; also the child Chantal is to adopt is af

flicted with meningitis--and Chantal doesn't know itt 

Corinne and Guillaume ask to spend the night on their way to Paris. 

Chantal and Guillaume go for a walk. Agnes repr.oaches Corinne for her 

liaison with Guillaume, her betrayl of Chantal. But Corinne counters Agnes' 

exaltation of chastity: 

Alors, c lest un autre nom de l'impuissance. Maintenant 
tu m'obliges ~ mettre les points sur les i, eh bien je peux 
te dire sans l'ombre d1une h~sitation que clest vous, ouit 
clest Thierry et toi qui mlavez d~go~tee du mariage, enfin 
je veux dire du mariage-sacrement et de ses suites ut~rines 
•• •43 

Love and marriage have become only arbitrar,y conventions. 

Guillaume and Chantal return from their walk to listen to Agnes play 

the piano. Agnes becomes disgruntled; Corinne and Chantal retire. Agnes 

tells Guillaume that Bruno is going to talk to him. Guillaume becomes re

calcitrant. 

Bruno has talked with Chantal. She wants a child only to preserve 

their marriage. If Guillaume abandons her, she is sure to succumb to a 

moral suicide for which Guillaume will be held accountable before God. 

Agnes exclaims: "ils ne croient ~ rien ni l'un ni l' autre. 1144 Guillaume 

retorts that it this upon which he constructed his life. Bruno addresses 

Agnes rather than Guillaume: 

Tu ,ppelles ta construire••• 31aiS d I abord il ne s I agit d' une 
idee ou d'une parole prononcee. A cette question, c'est 
notre vie qui est la reponse, et elle ne prendra forme qu' ~ 
la fin et par la fin. 45 

Agnes reproaches him: 

Ce qui est inconcevable, c'est la facilite avec ~aquelle 
vous vous derobez quand une autre destinee est en jeu, une 
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destin:e dont vous avez ~ vous reconnaitre responsable.46 

After Guillaume rushes to Chantal, to whom Corinne has just told the 

truth, Agnes wonders if this will all be resolved in death. 

On ne meurt pas aussi facilement que vous Ie pensez. L'ani
mal tient bon, il resiste, il se cramponne••• L'~e laisse 
faire, peut-fue me'me est-ce "'a.;:l' animal qu I elle obtit, mOme 
lorsqu'elle croit connaltre la passion.47 

Bruno continues, revealing his choice as stemming from his recognition of 

homosexual tendencies. He found his true life in the community, in pr~er. 

Agnes questions his sincerity: 

Sinon par la pri~re••• Le ton dont vous avez dit ces mots-la. 
••• il n 'y manquai t qu' un "bien sth- ••• ," un "bien entendu ••• " 
Vous vous acquitterez r{gulierement de vos obligations par 
quelques phrases consciencieusement repete'es aux heures fati
diques~ •• peut-&tre Ie matin au reveil avec la gymnastique 
resp~atoire ••• La verite est que ce devoir envers elle, vous 
ne Ie sentez pas. Peut-~tre n'avez-vous pas cesse d'eprouver 
pour Chantal un sourd ressentiment... • •• 

Vous avez ne'chi sous 11 emotion, mais cette emotion, qui 
osera la nommer? Guillaume a beaucoup change'4 son visage s'est 
durci, il n' a plus ce regard clair, enivre~ •• 8 

Agnes is indicating that Bruno's choice was not an alternative, but a subli

mation. He still is attached to Guillaume and bitter towards Chantal. 

Thierry comes home: Bruno leaves. Thierry tells how lonely Yolande 

had propositioned him and how shamefully he had been pQysically attracted 

to her. Agnes asks if he thought she would be jealous. 

Non, j' ai pense que toi tu me pardonnerais, mais, je vais 
peut-~tre t'etonner, ce qui mla ret~nu, clest 1a pensee de 
1a tristesse qu'en aurait (i'abbe].~ 

Suddenly Chantal bursts in: "I1 a tout avoue. " l1s partiront cette nuit, 

c 'est moi-mQue qui l' ai enge. Thierry, Agnes, recueillez-moi. u50 

Guillaume and Corinne went to Paris. Chantal was renting a one-

room flat. Hadame de Lieure had retired to a S'tviss rest home. Agaes was 
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prep~ing to leave Thierry and the children. Bruno was being transferred 

to the missions. The family was dissolving, but some far61'lells were unavoid

able. 

Bruno tries to explain to Agnes. His revelation had been distorted 

because he had not spoken as a religious man, as a man "habite par Dieu. 1I 

Rather he had betrayed this presence in trying to protect his 'Isang-froid. " 

Thus his passion for Guillaume was rekindled••• 

et du coup je remettais tout en question. Il me semblait que 
si je n' avais pu vous faire que du mal'.>et si je me sentais 
incapable d' apporter a ma pauvre soeur le moindre reconfort, 
c ' etait comme le double signe d I une malediction. 51 

Agnes had struck close to home with her accusation of IIcompter sur ses 

cadres pour se remettre en place, II of succumbing to a'system. Thus he had 

accepted the dangerous mission plan for parachuting priests into communist 

territory, out of love: "Le plus grand, le plus haut amour est celui qu'on 

nesent plus, comme ces radiations qui nous traversent sans deveni~ pour 

nous ni son ni couleur."52 It is this love, this Ilsentiment fraternel lt 

which enables him to accuse Agnes of sacrile~ous designs and forgive her 

in the same instant. It is the love served in the mystery of faith. But 

Agnes is still groping: 

Mais d I ou Vient que votre foi retrouve'e ne vous inspire pas 
une seule parole qui puisse m' aider ~ Vivre? Pour moi du 
moins, quoi que j1aie pu p~nser d1abord, cette rencontre 
ntaura eu ni signification ni vertu. 53 _ 

-(, Petitpaul also makes a Visit. He, too, attempts to explain what he 

has done. 

Vous avez pu croire que je mtinstallais confortablement dans 
un rche usiirpe, et que j 'usais de mon credit pour maintenir 
Thierry dans une espece d1etat d1enfance qui mtattendrissait. 
Il m'a dit le soupcon, l'accusation qu'il vous est arrive de 
parter contre moi, je me suis interroge'" avec· rigueur. A vrai 
dire, je ne discere pas en mon attitude la moindre concupis
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cence. Non, non••• mais quelque chose de bien plus indis
tinct qui n'appar~ient pas au domaine des sense Une intru
sion de l'~e••• 5 

This was not a justifiable exercise of his ministry: 

Ce minist~re ne se justifie que s'il est une croix. Qui c on
qu.e s 'y etablit conune dans une foncti'on, quiconque s Iy pre~,2, 
lasse 'se rend coupable de la pire offense contre notre Seig
neur.55 

He was responsible for the break between Agnes and Thierry. Now he would 

leave, but Agnes must not surrender Thierry to adultery. Yet, even if 

Thierry changes directors, the problem remains~ 

The abbe calls Thierry into the room. He slowly realizes that what 

the Church needs is heroism, in daily life. 56 But can a marriage be heroic? 

Agnes answers: 

En ce qui me.concerne, la reponse est claire. J'ai passe 
de l'ardeur a la bonne volonte, puis a la resignation, en
fin ala revolte. _"" L 'heroisme ne peut pas exister sans une 
foi que j'imagine a peine. Nous avons ete quelque temps 
un menage consciencieux, rien de plus, et puis ••• si je 
decidais de rester, peut-~tre retrouverais-je la regigna
tion, a un niveau encore plus bas ••• 57 

Thierry is not as sure of his role: "Je sais bien que je n'ai rien dlun 

heros••• mais j I esperais ne pas ~tre un bien pensant, c' est un mot qui me 

fait horreur••• ,,58 And this is precisely where the problem arose. Only a 

word, not a reality. Agnes is bitter: 

Thierry, je te Ie rcipete encore une fois, ce serait peut-~tre 
Ie salut pour notre menage yuisque nous ne pouvons ni 1 'un ni 
l'autre nous hausser al'heroisme, descendons dlun degrevers 
la vie sans mirage, oti lion peche, ou lion se repent, ou lion 
recommence•••59 

But Thierry can't. For him the body is something sacred which rises on the 

last day. 

II nly a pas de solution, chacun doit prier pour trouver sa 
voie, et je crois,--mais cela, je Ie dis en tremblant--que 
Ie Souverain Pontife et ceux quil'assistent, doivent prier 



'eux aussi. II neleur est pas permis non plus de s'etablir 
dans des formules. Imaginer, refiechir, <to-prier, nul n' en est 
dispenst. 60 

Chantal bursts in to say something about the children. Thierry 
,

asks l'abbe to pray for the three of them. He prays, "implement, avec une 

profond ferveur." 

Seigneur, donnez-nous la force de considtrer nos coeurs sans 
degout, de mesurerl'entendue de nos fautes, toutes imputablesal'amour de nous-memes, al'inertie eta l'aveuglement qui en 
sont lasuite in~vitable. Je m'accuse devant vous, mon Dieu, 
moi qui aurais du eClairer mes amis, d' avoir ete un mauvais < 
conseiller qui les a induits en tentation. Seigneur, dans 
cette vie commune qu'ils vont reprendre, avec Ie ferne props 
de se conformer ~ vos lois sans prejuger de leurs forces, 
assistez-Ies, donnez-Ieur, puisque moi j'ai erre~ de rencon
tver un prgtre dont les conseils ne soient pas une intrusion. 61 

Thierry and Agnes are going on their "second honeymoon," in a 

country with no map. Suddenly Thierry understands: 

J'avais voulu fonder un foyer chrttien , mais qu'est-ce qu'un 
foyer sans la fiamme? et la flamme c'est la Jo~e. Mon con
tentement n'~tait gas la joie, il est devenu ta souffrance 
et ton amertume ••• 2 

He has discovered what Madame de Lieure didn't see in Bruno, what Osmonde 

failed to find in Edmee, the joy of testimonY to presence. 

Again the denouement is thrust forth full of question. But the 

tenor of the questions is no longer the void of ignorance. liThe light 

shines in the darkness"--but has "the darkness grasped it not ll ? Does 

Thierry reaJ+y understand? Can he understand? Or will he again succumb to 

his naivete? Does Bruno have a true religious vocation? Or has he retired 

to a more subtle form of sublimation? Did Guillaume ever love Chantal? 

Did Corinne's machinations destroy that devotion to a beloved person? What 

will become of Chantal? Agnes? 

Most obviously, only each character will be able to determine that, 
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and only for himself. Their future is not inevitable. But their being is, 

as is the being of those around ,them. Agnes has learned that beneath the 

superficial conflicts of everyday life, there is something essential, some

thing else, something absent. She has perceived this mysterious presence 

not as an abstract idea, but as reflected in Bruno--reflected, not orgina

tinge 

But Agnes is still enmeshed in the categories of problem, having, 

technique. She wants to know hmi and what, just as the physicist seeks to 

describe the motion and the apparent cause of the motion of electrons. But 

even Bruno is not able to lay hands on the presence which inhabits him; 

though he can, and, in fact, did betray it. He betrayed it by trying to 

explain it: all he can do is bear witness to it, or rather let the pres

ence pass through him. He must not let his rationalization interfere. The 

analogy or symbolism of light best describes this mystery for Marcel. 

No, it is more than an analogy or a symbol. It is the reality. 

This presence, which is served by faith, by the testimony of the believer, 

shines in each man, without being grasped by any one man. It is like muSic, 

perhaps it is a sort of mUSic, which can only appeal to human beings, which, 

even though mechanically produced, cannot be reduced to the technique pro

ducing it. And any mUSician will quickly admit that real music is based on 

no technique, but on a certain sensitivity, a certain opennes to••• inspira

tion? Rather, reality. 

As music is neither only harmony nor only melody, and- as light is 

reducible neither to particles only nor waves only, so this presence is 

incarnate in the human condition, neither soul alone, nor body alone, but 

man in his whole being. Ignoring or over-emphasizing one or the other leads 
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to betrayal. 

So Agnes' fidelity must include, besides her recognition of the 

futility of techniques and of the almost inevitable irrelevance of adVice 

du dehors, a positive commitment. based not on any system or external norm. 

but on the internal conviction whose neglect leads to betrayal of a,'pres

ence, essential and sacred. 
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